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Abstract
Malignant tumour diagnostics plays a significant role in the ability of
contemporary medicine to treat cancer illnesses because early stage
cancer can be treated successfully by well developed conventional
techniques.
Microwave imaging is new and is still largely undergoing research. It
exploits significant differences in the conductivity between malignant
tumours and healthy breast tissue. One of the biggest challenges in such
systems is a significant level of undesired signal reflections from the skin
and fat layers, especially in the case of detecting small tumours.
One of the possible ways to overcome the current challenges in
microwave imaging/detection is to use microwave holography and 3-D
imaging. This method would involve an array of antennas and processing
algorithms to reconstruct an image using the phase information of
backscattered signal. The aim of the proposed research is to analyse the
physical requirements for such a technique.
To formulate requirements for an antenna element antenna setup
requirements have been considered. Such an approach let to address
some of known issues related to human tissue properties and microwave
propagation in it. From the other side quality of the reconstructed image
would depend on the working frequency and placement of antenna
elements. Thus the distribution of the antenna elements in the antenna
array has been considered and the appropriate configuration proposed.
The middle frequency was selected as trade-off between attenuation
properties of the human tissue and desire to get best resolution. The
antenna element design was selected on the base of the requirements.
Modelling of the antenna element was provided with open source
software. Results of initial modelling were fairly close to the requirements.
However performing several modifications with antenna dimensions and
placement of the feeding point allow improving the model, particularly its
reflection coefficient.
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An eight of antenna elements were manufactured and measurements for
the single and pair antenna element have been provided. This research
has achieved its objectives successfully and identified areas for future
development.
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
According to the New Zealand Breast Cancer Foundation “Each year
approximately 2,400 New Zealand women and approximately 20 men are
diagnosed with breast cancer.” About 1 in 9 women will be diagnosed with
breast cancer during their lifetime. In other countries the situation is not
much better: in the United Kingdom, Europe and Australia the ratio is
about 1 in 8 and in the United States the risk rises up to 1 in 7 (NZ Breast
Cancer Facts 2008).
In New Zealand a special risk group consisting of Maori, Pacific and Asian
women, who often avoid having regular screening mammograms.
Mammography is a really unpleasant procedure and, unfortunately breast
cancer is unpredictable. A woman may have many breast cancer risk
factors, but not develop breast cancer. Likewise, a woman may be
considered at low risk, but still develop breast cancer (NZ Breast Cancer
Facts 2008) .
Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women after skin
cancer and the second leading cause of female cancer mortality (Fear,
Hagness et al., 2002). Malignant tumour diagnostics plays a significant
role in the ability of contemporary medicine to treat cancer illnesses. At the
early stage cancer can be treated by well developed conventional
techniques, but diagnostics is very often done too late and malignant
tumours become too big and widely spread. Thus early diagnosis is the
key to survival from breast cancer (Meaney et al., 2000).
The need for early stage cancer detection with high levels of specificity
and sensitivity resulted in the active development of several diagnosis and
treatment

methods.

Current

detection

methods

include

X-ray

mammography – the standard method of breast imaging (Bond et al.,
2003; Sill & Fear, 2005; L. Xu & Hagness, 2001). It produces an x-ray
1

image of a compressed breast. X-ray mammography exploits difference in
the densities of the breast tissue, and it is sensitive enough to detect the
most of lesions in the breast, but it misses up to 20 percent of lesions
(Moore, 2001). It is difficult to gain an image from the 25% of women who
have dense breasts. Usually, dense breasts are characteristic of women
less than 40 years old, and it is one of the reasons why tumours are
frequently detected in such women only when they are already large
(Nunes

&

Schiabel,

2000).

Often

women

find

mammography

uncomfortable and painful because this procedure requires pressing the
breast between special plates. Moreover, regular and often illumination
with an X-ray itself can cause cancer development.

1.2 Research Objectives and Contributions
The current screening method called mammography, which involves an Xray imaging of a compressed breast, is unable to get reliable results for
detecting treatable early-stage breast tumours (Bond et al., 2003; Sill &
Fear, 2005; L. Xu & Hagness, 2001). Creating a tool for the reliable early
detection of malignant tumour invasion would play significant role in ability
of contemporary medicine to provide successful treatment for patients,
due to timely medical intervention, and is a crucial factor for the survival
and life quality of breast-cancer patients.
Current microwave imaging techniques, for example the ultra wide band
(UWB) microwave radar technique, also have various weaknesses. For
example, the UWB microwave exploits the impedance mismatch between
normal and malignant breast tissue to detect, localize and characterize
tumours based upon their radar cross section. Its accuracy depends upon
the ability to model the effects of microwave propagation through the
breast tissue. Most UWB microwave radar algorithms assume knowledge
of certain patient specific characteristics, namely the location of the breast
surface and the nominal dielectric properties of the breast tissue, in order
to estimate the propagation effects (Winters et al., 2008). These
2

characteristics are mostly unknown a priori and may change significantly
from patient to patient.
One of the possible new techniques for early stage breast cancer
detection could be coherent beam forming and imaging the breast using
an array of antennas and algorithms to reconstruct the image used phase
information of the backscattered signal. The aim of the proposed research
is to analyse the physical requirements for such a method, which includes
suitable frequency band, polarization and irradiation levels. Due to high
level requirements of this type of diagnostics and the special properties of
breast tissue there are many unresolved problems which makes this
research most suitable for the beginning stage of coherent microwave
imaging development. Limitations of this possible approach would be the
development of the antenna element and possible the construction for the
antenna array for microwave imaging for early breast cancer diagnostics.
One of the possible ways to overcome the current challenges of
microwave imaging/detection is to use an interferometer. This method
would involve an array of antennas and processing algorithms to
reconstruct an image.
An interferometer is used in radio astronomy (Taylor, 2007). Especially
attractive with this method are the recent advances in digital signal
processing techniques which have become widely available at a lower
cost. The most similar counterpart of developed technique is early stage
breast cancer detection using indirect microwave holography developed
by(Elsdon et al., 2007).
Proposed method of the coherent beam forming for medical microwave
imaging implies special requirements for suitable antenna elements. The
original contribution of the current research is the analysis of
requirements and the modelling of suitable antenna element.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
3

Chapter Two provides the related background knowledge and the current
methods of microwave breast cancer detection. In this chapter, properties
of human tissue in the microwave range are revealed and the breast
tissue model is discussed.
In Chapter Three, a brief review of principles for implementation 3-D
Holography in general and in terms of microwave imaging for medical
purposes is given. Key issues such as requirements for the antenna
setup, relationship between frequency and resolution of the imaging
system, role of the inner propagation media of the antenna setup are
considered. Suitable antenna setup construction is proposed and possible
antenna distribution in the array discussed.
In Chapter Four the requirements for the antenna element and the
antenna array are given. The middle frequency for the developing antenna
element is selected. The selection of the polarization type is discussed.
The issue of the mutual coupling in the antenna array is considered.
In Chapter Five, after a brief explanation of the design flow and
methodology, the selection of the modelling tool is discussed. Then the
selection of the basic antenna design is represented. Modelling and
optimization of the antenna element are considered and a compact patch
antenna for given requirements is developed and its characteristics are
studied.
In Chapter Six the measurement results for a single Antenna element and
coupling of two antennas are represented.
In

Chapter

Seven

the

discussion

of

results

of

modelling

and

measurements of the antenna element is provided. Particular issues
related to the modelling and production technique are discussed together
with the quality of the media used in the measurements. Some possible
ways to overcome any encountered difficulties are discussed.
Chapter Eight provides overall conclusion for the current work.
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Chapter 2 - Background and Literature review
2.1 State of the Art
2.1.1 Current breast imaging techniques
The current gold standard for breast cancer detection is X-ray
mammography. Ultrasound techniques as well as microwave radiometry
can be considered as supplementary to mammography. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) is the most reliable though the most expensive
contemporary technique for breast cancer detection. These techniques
are considered in more detail in the current Chapter.
X-ray mammography is the most widely used technique for breast cancer
detection and imaging. It produces an X-ray image of a compressed
breast (Figure 2.1). X-ray mammography exploits the differences in the
densities of the breast tissue, and it is sensitive enough to the detect most
of the lesions, but still misses up to 20 percent of lesions (Moore, 2001). .

Figure 2.1 X-ray mammography - standard method of breast imaging. It produced an xray image of a compressed breast1.

If

there is no concern about the inconveniences for patients and the

possible threat to health from the accumulating low-dose ionizing radiation
over repeated scans, the X-ray mammography

still does not provide

reliable diagnostic results because after 10 mammograms the estimated
cumulative risk of a false positive result is 49.1 percent (95 percent
confidence interval, 40.3 to 64.1 percent) and 22.3 percent (95 percent
1

Hoofring, A. (2007). Fragment from the figure "Mammography in process". Retrieved
12.11.2009, from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammography

5

confidence interval, 19.2 to 27.5 percent) after 10 clinical breast
examinations (Elmore et al., 1998) while 4%–34% of all breast cancers
are missed by conventional mammography (Huynh et al., 1998)
In some cases ultrasound is used clinically to determine whether a lesion
detected on a mammogram is a liquid cyst or a solid tumour. However, the
investigations conducted by (Wendie et al., 2008) have demonstrated that
while adding a single screening ultrasound to mammography will yield an
additional 1.1 to 7.2 cancers per 1000 high-risk women, it also
substantially increases the number of false positives.
MRI is the only contemporary method which gives high accuracy and is
reliable for small malignant tumour detection, but this method is still too
expensive and results can be delayed. For this reasons an MRI is not
available to a wide population even in the richest countries.
Microwave radiometry is a relatively new addition to breast cancer
detection. It measures microwave emissions to detect the presence or
absence of abnormal thermal activity in the breasts, which could reduce
non-cancerous breast biopsies based on mammographic false positive
results.

2.1.2 Microwave breast imaging
Microwave imaging exploits significant differences in the conductivity
between a malignant tumour and healthy breast tissue. Normal breast
tissue is more transparent to microwaves because malignant tissue
contains more water and blood. The area of bordering tissue has a high
contrast in dielectric properties, therefore some of the energy of a
microwave signal propagating through the tissue gets reflected back. Such
reflected and backscattered signal can be detected and examined.
Dielectric properties of biological tissues at radio and microwave
frequencies have been the subject of research by many groups and
comprehensive surveys have been published (C. Gabriel et al., 1996;

6

Gabriel et al., 1986; Gabriel & Peyman, 2006) and could be used as a
base point to evaluate the behaviour of microwaves in human’s tissue.
Several microwave imaging concepts have recently been developed for
breast cancer detection, such as Microwave-Acoustic Imaging (Chunjing
et al., 2006; Kruger et al., 1999; M. Xu & Wang, 2002), Passive Microwave
Imaging (Bocquet et al., 1990; K. L. Carr, 1989), Hybrid Tomography
Imaging and Ultra Wideband Radar systems (Fear, Hagness et al., 2002;
Fear, Li et al., 2002; Meaney et al., 1999). One of the biggest challenges
for developers of these systems, especially in detecting small tumours, is
a significant level of undesired signal reflections from the skin and fat
layers. These are due to considerably different dielectric properties and a
large reflection surface.
Microwave imaging has been used in various application areas. This
thesis will discuss passive, active and hybrid approaches to microwave
imaging methods for breast cancer detection.
The measuring of temperature differences between malignant and normal
breast tissue is passive microwave radiometry (Kenneth L. Carr, 1989).
Active microwave imaging exploits the significant dielectric contrast
between malignant tumours and normal breast tissue, which results in
microwave scattering or selective heating/absorption (Arunachalam, 2007;
S. K. Davis et al., 2008; Fear, Hagness et al., 2002; Li et al., 2004; P. M.
Meaney et al., 1995). Active microwave imaging exploits non-ionizing
electromagnetic waves, and does not require breast compression between
special plates. The radiated power level is much lower than that of a
conventional mobile phone. Due to a much longer wave length, direct
microwave imaging does not provide the same spatial resolution as Xrays, but it has the potential to offer improved sensitivity and resolution
with computational approaches relaying on the high dielectric contrast,
which is usually greater than 2 : 1 (C. Gabriel et al., 1996; S. Gabriel et al.,
1996a, 1996b), and much higher than the contrast in radiographic density
exploited by X-ray mammography - only several percents.
7

Under the hybrid microwave-induced acoustic imaging, the breast is
irradiated by microwave signals, which are transmitted into breast to heat
tumours, and ultrasound transducers detect pressure waves are
generated by tumour expansion. The received waveforms are used to
infer the distribution of tissue dielectric-properties inside of the breast.
2.1.2.1 Passive techniques
The passive techniques are based on measuring temperature using
radiometers and creating a temperature map (Bocquet et al., 1990; K. L.
Carr, 1989). Because breast tissue is more translucent to microwaves
than IR signals, microwave systems offer an advantage over infrared. The
main principle is based on increased tumour temperature comparative to
healthy breast tissue. There are quite a few examples of microwave
radiometry systems for breast cancer detection (Bocquet et al., 1990; Carr
et al., 2000; Hartov et al., 2000)
Reconstructed images display the temperature measured over a quadrant
of the breast. For diagnosis, images of the suspicious lesion and
corresponding area on the other breast are compared. Clinical results
obtained with the ONCOSCANTM (Carr et al., 2000) suggest that
microwave radiometry has the potential to assist in the diagnosis of
suspicious areas on mammograms.
2.1.2.2 Active microwave imaging techniques
There are three types of active microwave breast imaging techniques
currently being developed: microwave tomography (Bulyshev et al., 2001;
Liu et al., 2002; Meaney et al., 2000; Meaney et al., 1999; Souvorov et al.,
2000),

UWB microwave radar techniques (Bond, Li, Hagness, & Van

Veen, 2003; Fear, Li et al., 2002; Fear & Stuchly, 2000; Hagness, Taflove,
& Bridges, 1998a, 1999; L. Xu & Hagness, 2001), and hybrid microwaveinduced acoustic imaging (Kruger et al., 1999; Tao et al., 2007; Wang et
al., 1999).
The microwave tomography recovers the spatial distribution of dielectric
properties in the breast by solving non-linear inverse scattering problems
to create a reconstruction.
8

Early experimental systems for microwave tomography have used single
pair transmit/receive antenna, or even one antenna element for raw data
acquisition, and so called Synthetic Antenna Array have been created by
mechanical

relocations

of

antennas.

Contemporary

microwave

tomography uses antenna arrays that significantly decrease the required
time for raw data acquisition which in turn addresses the problem of
possible patient motion. Moreover, a fast electronically scanned
microwave array provides the ability of dynamic imaging and thus
functional studies which in turn may bring new information to the diagnosis
and therapy. Conversely in electronically scanned microwave arrays,
which typically consist of multiple transmit/receive elements in close
proximity, a problem emerges which is associated with the undesirable
coupling of the imaging transceiver elements to the surrounding
environment which degrades the imaging performance. Taking into
account possible features of the microwave imaging methods for the
electromagnetic properties of tissue, it is obvious that many research
groups are actively working on the development of related techniques (J.
Ch Bolomey et al., 1991; Bulyshev et al., 2001; Jofre et al., 1990; P. M.
Meaney et al., 1995; Miyakawa, 1993; Semenov et al., 2005; Semenov et
al., 1996; Semenov et al., 2002).
There are three approaches that have been discussed in the literature for
dealing with the coupling issue.
The first and most obvious way is to decrease antenna interactions by
using improved hardware implementations to get fast and accurate
antenna relocation. Actually this one has been used from the very
beginning in systems with a single transmitter and single receiver that use
mechanical motion to obtain enough data for image reconstruction.
Unfortunately, it is too difficult to develop a suitable mechanical positioning
system with data acquisition time, comparative to data acquisition times
for systems with an electronically scanned microwave array. Special
sophisticated modulation methods have been employed to isolate the
measured response from neighbouring sensors within an array in
9

multisensory technologies (Bolomey Ch et al., 1982; J. C. Bolomey et al.,
1983) and other approaches that remain in active use (Franchois et al.,
1998).
Secondly, a strategy is to use a prior calibrating process in order to
minimize the undesirable environmental coupling effects and improve the
quality of image reconstruction. There are examples (Franchois et al.,
1998) and (Meaney et al., 1998), where calibration methods that operate
on the raw measurement data prior to image reconstruction can provide
some improvements. Also the calibration may significantly improve the
performance of single transmit/receive as well as array systems. The
essence of this method consists of subtraction of the perturbations in the
measured data by incorporating certain types of model fits to
measurements, obtained under homogeneous conditions, which are
intended to eliminate offsets in individual antenna elements or data
acquisition channels. On the other hand it may be possible to implement
calibration which can change the measured data itself.
The third approach is to take into account the model of the imaging
system array in the image reconstruction algorithm for antenna array to
eliminate undesirable coupling from measured data. This strategy is used
in the near-field model-based image reconstruction context (Caorsi et al.,
1995; Caorsi et al., 1993; Franchois & Pichot, 1997; Paul M. Meaney et
al., 1995). In essence this approach is a computing of the electric fields
with the underlying computational model in comparison to measured
values. An electric field integral equation method was reported (Franza et
al., 2002), where the problem space occupied by the imaging system
sensors was explicitly modelled, in addition to the traditional target region
domain. This provides a means of representing both the geometry and
electrical composition of the sensor array and has been investigated in
both two and three dimensions. This successfully eliminates tangential
components of the total electric field on the antenna surface especially in
the case of a metallic antenna. It is obvious that the most successful result
can be achieved by a combination all of these techniques.
10

The UWB radar approaches seek only to identify the presence and
location of significant backscattered energy from malignant breast
tumours. However, the computational method representative of the class
of UWB radar techniques for microwave imaging via space–time (MIST)
beam forming was recently proposed (Bond et al., 2003; S. K. Davis et al.,
2003). With this method each antenna in an array transmits a low-power
UWB signal sequentially into the breast and records the backscatter
signal. The beam former is designed to image backscattered energy as a
function of location in the breast and use recorded backscatter signals as
raw data. Due to a significant dielectric contrast with normal breast tissue,
malignant tumours produce localized regions of backscatter energy, which
are reconstructed in the image. The detection of abnormalities inside of
the breast is the main scope of this approach. The examination of other
scattering characteristics such as polarization and spectral signatures has
to be involved to provide a differentiation between malignant and benign
tumours (Hagness et al., 1999).
UWB radar techniques based on simple focusing schemes (Fear, Li et al.,
2002; Fear & Stuchly, 2000; Hagness et al., 1998b; L. Xu & Hagness,
2001) were significantly improved by the MIST beam forming approach.
The theoretical feasibility of two-dimensional (2-D) space–time beam
formers for tumour detection was demonstrated by (Bond et al., 2003; S.
K. Davis et al., 2003).

Taking into account a number of potential

challenges associated with the imaging of heterogeneous breast tissue
one can say that MIST beam forming has also demonstrated good
robustness.
The UWB radar techniques in general are younger then microwave
tomography. An extensive experimental results have been obtained using
a pre-clinical prototype of a microwave tomography system (Meaney et al.,
2000), while only a very preliminary experimental studies have been
reported to date using the UWB radar. Some experimental feasibility
studies (Fear, Sill et al., 2003), quite simple time-shift-and-sum focusing
schemes (Fear, Li et al., 2002; Fear & Stuchly, 2000; Hagness et al.,
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1998b; L. Xu & Hagness, 2001) were used to create 2-D images. In those
approaches the hollow PVC pipe in free space represented skin and
normal breast while the wood, copper, or water-filled object represented a
malignant tumour. In a more recent study, the pipe was illuminated by a
large horn antenna or resistively loaded monopole antenna positioned at
several points. The study was designed to simulate the system
configuration with the patient lying in a prone position with antennas
surrounding the breast. Small water-based synthetic malignant tumours
were imaged in a homogeneous 3-D background in the initial experimental
feasibility study of the MIST beam forming approach (Li et al., 2002).
During this simulation, dielectric contrast between the normal and
malignant-tissue simulator was larger than really measured in the actual
breast tissue and the provided phantom did not contain a layer of skin.
2.1.2.3 Hybrid microwave imaging techniques
The hybrid technology represented by microwave-induced thermo
acoustic tomography (MITT) uses the advantages of ultrasonic and
microwave imaging techniques. While other computed tomography
modalities are based on a direct physical effect, the MITT is based on the
compound of biological physical effects. As shown in the definition the
measuring item for the MITT is ultrasonic wave that have been induced, in
the biological tissue which was irradiated by the microwave. It provides the
advantages of easy realization and improved spatial resolution as well as
a high contrast and safe imaging mode. It has been suggested by many
researches that thermo acoustic tomography using either pulsed radio
frequency (RF) or pulsed laser can be a powerful imaging technology with
good spatial resolution (Kruger et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1999; M. Xu et
al., 2003).
The different heat absorption rate due to the conductivity contrast between
malignant and normal human tissue is what MITT is based on. Pulse
electromagnetic energy which causes the thermo elastic expansion is
absorbed by tissues when biological tissues are irradiated by microwave
pulses. The thermo elastic expansion induces the acoustic waves which
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carry information about the radio frequency absorption or initial pressure
due to differences in thermo and acoustic properties between malignant
and normal tissues in the microwave radio frequency spectral range.
The penetration depth, ratio of absorption, velocity and efficiency of
thermal conversion, and the utilization ratio of thermal acoustic information
is directly related to the microwave source and the setting of the source
parameter. Thus the initial choice of these parameters is one of the critical
factors for appropriate data collection. In the initial study of the thermo
acoustic tomography development the microwave source with a single
frequency was used to induce biological tissues (Wang et al., 1999; M. Xu
& Wang, 2002, 2003). The human body consists of different biological
tissues, most of them are not homogeneous mediums with different
electromagnetic parameters and thus a biological tissue is a very complex
electromagnetic system. Obviously different imaging results will be
obtained with different microwave frequencies irradiating the tissues of
human body. Some authors claim that the wider the band used, the richer
the information is (Chunjing et al., 2006).

Others supposed that

electromagnetic fields in the RF range of 300 to 3000 MHz are the most
useful in the study of soft tissues sized in centimetres (M. Xu & Wang,
2002). This frequency range is wide enough and the RF penetration depth
varies depending on the RF frequency itself as well as on the tissue
properties. It is obvious that a higher frequency can obtain higher spatial
resolution, but the higher frequency in tissues leads to the attenuation of
the microwave signal and has lower penetration depth. High bandwidth is
required in SAR and hybrid methods to meet sufficient imaging resolution
demands. Such a signal can be carried by using a high frequency
microwave (Chunjing et al., 2006; Shakti K. Davis, 2006). On the other
hand, detected signal with a low frequency has better penetration depth
because of the heavy loss during the high frequency electromagnetic
wave propagating in the biological tissues. It is one of the main issues to
select the appropriate frequency to satisfy both the penetration depth in
biological tissue and high resolution in the tissue simultaneously. It is why
MITT developers select an adaptive irradiation frequency in order to
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balance the penetration depth and the resolution. Other research groups
have used a special step frequency under a different frequency in a range
of set wavebands to carry the signal through the biological tissues for
microwave imaging, but solving complex nonlinear equations must be
used in this method (Converse et al., 2006).

2.2 Problem definition
In microwave imaging using the method of coherent beam forming, the
biological tissues should be illuminated by the microwave source and
backscattered energy will be collected by multiple antennas. Phase
information from detected signals will be used later for image
reconstruction. In Chapter 3, a more detailed introduction of the proposed
method will be given. It is well-known that high frequency electromagnetic
waves energy will be attenuated in a loss media like human tissue. The
attenuation level depends on the frequency and a higher frequency
corresponds to higher attenuation (Duck, 1990). On the other hand the
resolution of the developed technique directly depends on wave length.
The shorter is the wave length - the better is the resolution. We can
increase the power of the illumination signal but we are going to illuminate
human breast tissue and power dissipated in the tissue will heat it up.
Whereas for some applications, or the mentioned above hybrid techniques
this is the goal, in our case this dissipation is undesirable. Thus we have
to find a trade-off between a desirable resolution and the undesirable
dissipation of high frequency power by selecting an appropriate frequency
as well as other characteristics of the developing antenna element.

2.3 Breast Tissue Dielectric Model
In the proposed method a difference in relative permittivity of the
malignant tumour and healthy breast tissue for early breast cancer
detection is exploited. The challenge is that a human breast has
inhomogeneous structure and related microwave distortions as well as
attenuation of the signal in the microwave frequency band will appear.
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Therefore understanding the physiological structure and morphology of
breast and related electrical properties of both normal and cancerous
breast tissue needs to be considered and understood.

2.3.1 Physiological structure of breast
The physiological structure of the human breast is the subject of
numerous researches. As can be seen on Figure 2.2 a breast resides on
the chest muscles that cover the ribs. Each breast is made of 15 to 20
lobes. Lobes contain many smaller lobules. Lobules contain groups of tiny
glands that can produce milk. Milk flows from the lobules through thin
tubes called ducts to the nipple. The nipple is in the centre of a dark area
of skin called the areola. Fat fills the spaces between the lobules and
ducts.
The breasts also contain lymph vessels. These vessels lead to small,
round organs called lymph nodes. Groups of lymph nodes are near the
breast in the axilla (underarm), above the collarbone, in the chest behind
the breastbone, and in many other parts of the body. The lymph nodes
trap bacteria, cancer cells, or other harmful substances. (The Breasts,
2008)
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Figure 2.2 Normal breast structure. Figure adopted from Wikipedia. Originally retrieved
21.02.2009, from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Breast_anatomy_normal.jpg.
Breast profile2:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

ducts
lobules
dilated section of duct to hold milk
nipple
fat
pectorals major muscle
chest wall/rib cage

2.3.2 Dielectric properties of breast tissue
More than a century ago investigators became interested in the bulk
electrical properties of tissues and blood (Hermann, 1872). They
discovered that the electrical properties of such materials differ greatly
from those of simple electrolyte solutions. They observed, for example,
that upon the application of a direct current (DC) potential step, the current
changes with time, beginning with a charging spike. They also observed
the hysteresis phenomena. These effects were understood poorly for
some time, and in retrospect the data might be suspected of being
2

Lobular Carcinoma in situ (LCIS). (2009).
http://www.breastcancer.org/pictures/types/dcis/lcis.jsp
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Retrieved

30.10.2009,

from

influenced by electrode polarization artefacts. This early work led to the
concept of tissue “polarization” (Foster & Schwan, 1996).
In 1872 Hermann reported that the DC resistance of muscle varies by a
factor of 4 to 9 with orientation in freshly excised tissue, but this anisotropy
slowly disappears after death. He interpreted this as arising from the
microscopic structure of the tissue, but incorrectly proposed that it arose
from different ionic permeability in directions perpendicular and parallel to
the fibers. Hermann was one of the first who have measured the
resistance of tissues to “alternating” currents (AC) using an apparatus of
his own construction that alternately applied current pulses of opposite
signs to the tissue (Foster & Schwan, 1989).
A large number of studies have been carried out since the beginning of
the 20th century, characterizing the dispersive dielectric properties of
biological tissues at frequencies ranging from DC to hundreds of GHz.
These results have been extensively reviewed and tabulated by various
authors (Cole & Cole, 1941; C. Gabriel et al., 1996; S. Gabriel et al.,
1996a, 1996b; Johnson & Guy, 1972).
2.3.2.1 Brief Overview of Dielectrics and Their Properties
The charge and current densities induced in response to an applied
electric field of unit amplitude are determined by the dielectric permittivity 

and conductivity  of a material. To illustrate these definitions let’s see the

example of an idealized parallel-plate capacitor, of two plates area  and

separation , which contains the material under investigation with relative
permittivity  and conductivity  Figure 2.3. Initially, let the region between

the plates be a vacuum.
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Figure 2.3 Idealized parallel-plate capacitor, of two plates area A and separation d,
which contains the material under investigation with relative permittivity ε and
conductivity σ between plates. Figure adopted from (Foster & Schwan, 1989).

A constant voltage difference  between the plates will induce a charge
density

given by (Foster & Schwan, 1989)

Where:  is electric field
and

   

 


(2.1)

 is permittivity of free space (8.85 ! 10#$ F/m)

For simplicity let’s start with a plain wave in a lossless non-magnetic
medium. Velocity and corresponding wavelength are different from those
in free space
%

&
√(

(2.2)

Where: & is velocity of light in free space
and

( is static relative permittivity

The static relative permittivity of a medium is defined as
(  1 ) *+
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(2.3)

Where: *+ is static electric susceptibility, a measure of how easily it
polarizes in response to an electric field

Then wavelength in medium:
λ

λ
√(

(2.4)

Where: λ is the free space wavelength

Relative permittivity ( is always greater than or equal to one. Thus a

wave travelling in a dielectric has a lower velocity and shorter wavelength
than in free space. Obviously the velocity and wavelength will be different
when the wave travels in different materials.
The propagation direction usually changes when a wave is incident at the
interface between regions composed of two different materials. A wave is
partially reflected from the interface and partially transmitted from one
region into the other. The reflection and transmission are determined by
the intrinsic impedance contrast of two different materials.
The intrinsic impedance is a property of the dielectric material. It is defined
as the square root of the ratio of the magnetic permeability to the
permittivity:
µ
µ2 µ
-. 1
ε
ε2 ε 

Where: µ permeability of free space
and

(2.5)

µ2 is the ratio of the permeability of a specific medium to the
permeability of free space
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For a non-magnetic dielectric where µ2 = 1, the intrinsic impedance in the
dielectric depends on permittivity and is related to the intrinsic impedance
of free space as:
-1

Where

µ 1
1
ε ε2

(2.6)

3
.4  377 Ω is intrinsic impedance of free space.

µ

3

The reflection coefficient Г is the ratio of the amplitudes of the reflected
and incident electric fields used to describe the wave reflection (Hayt &

Buck, 2001). When a uniform plane wave is normally incident on the
planar boundary, the reflection coefficient is:
Г

-# 8 -$
-# ) -$

(2.7)

Where: -# is the intrinsic impedance of material 1

and

-$ is the intrinsic impedance of material 2

Considering the definition of the intrinsic impedance equation (2.6) one
can develop (2.7) as:
Г

-# 8 -$
2-#
 18
18
-# ) -$
-# ) -$

2

1).

ε#
ε$

(2.8)

Hence, the reflection coefficient is determined by the contrast in the
dielectric properties of the two media.
The transmission coefficient T is also determined by intrinsic impedance
as:
9

2-$
1)Г
-# ) -$
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(2.9)

As will be shown below, in the female breast a malignant tumour has
higher dielectric property values than normal fatty tissue. The significant
contrast results in microwave reflections from the interface between these
two different tissues. Active microwave breast cancer detection techniques
are based on this electrical difference.
2.3.2.2 Properties of human tissue
The human breast like other biological material is a mixture of water, ions,
and organic molecules organized in cells, sub-cellular structures, and
membranes, and its dielectric properties are highly frequency dependent
in the range from Hz to GHz. The spectrum is characterized by three main
dispersion regions referred to as alpha, beta, and gamma regions at low,
intermediate, and high frequencies (C. Gabriel et al., 1996). Each of these
regions is, in its simplest form, the manifestation of a dominant
polarization mechanism.
For the purposes of microwave imaging using the method of coherent
beam forming, biological tissues can be classified as high water-content
and low water-content, since the water content dominates the tissue
dielectric properties at these frequencies. High water-content tissue
consists of approximately 60-80% of water, including muscle and skin.
Low water-content tissue includes bone and adipose tissue consisting of
approximately 40% and 10% water respectively (Duck, 1990; Foster &
Schwan, 1989). Dielectric properties of some tissues exhibit significant
variations depending on their structure and precise measurement location.
For example, depending on whether the measurement field is oriented
parallel or transverse to the muscle fibers. Therefore the dielectric
properties of muscles are anisotropic.
A good understanding of the dielectric properties of malignant and healthy
tissues is important for the development of diagnostic and therapeutic
technologies that utilize the microwave frequency range. It have been
shown that dielectric properties of malignant tissues differ from normal
tissues by varying amounts, depending on the specific tissue type (Fear,
Hagness et al., 2002; Hagness et al., 1998a). Any dielectric-properties at
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these frequencies are likely to be different due to variations in water
content between normal and malignant tissues. Generally malignant
tumours develop an extensive network of blood vessels to aid their
growth, resulting in increased water content in the region of the malignant
tumour.
Keeping in mind that the variation of conductivity and permittivity of the
human tissue with frequency is mutually dependent, we should consider
the conductivity of tissues separately from their permittivity. Normally
conductivity of tissues increases while frequency arises, mostly from
Maxwell-Wagner effects (Wagner, 1914) and can be interpreted as a
progressive increase in the volume fraction of the suspension that is
accessible to the applied current. At low frequencies, and for most
practical purposes, only their conductivity can be taken into account. We
can consider several frequency regions, using each of the MaxwellWagner theory, which can be applied to the data from tissues with a
different volume fraction of the tissue being excluded from the current flow
(Foster & Schwan, 1989).
There are three effects which add significantly to the conductivity at these
frequencies:
•

A Maxwell-Wagner effect due to interfacial polarization of tissue
solids through the tissue electrolyte

•

Dielectric loss of small polar molecules and polar side chains on
proteins

•

Dielectric relaxation of water

As was mentioned above, a monotonic decrease in permittivity is
associated with the monotonic increase in conductivity with frequency.
There are three major dispersion regions, the alpha, beta, and gamma
dispersions, with dielectric increments. The corresponding relaxation
frequencies are in the ranges of kilohertz, hundreds of kilohertz, and
gigahertz. However, the alpha and beta dispersion regions typically show
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a broad distribution of relaxation times, and some overlap of these regions
is typically observed in tissues.
The alpha dispersion is manifested by the very large increase in
permittivity at frequencies of kilohertz. Ionic diffusion processes lead to
large permittivity increases at such frequencies in objects of micron and
larger sizes, and no doubt these effects occur in tissues as well.
The beta dispersion occurs at radiofrequencies and arises principally from
the capacitive charging of cellular membranes in tissues. In addition, a
smaller component might arise at high radiofrequencies from dipolar
orientation of tissue protein.
Most interesting for us is the microwave frequency range. The gamma
dispersion occurs with a centre frequency near 25 GHz at body
temperature, due to the dipolar relaxation of the water that accounts for
80% of the volume of most soft tissues.
In addition to the three major dispersion regions mentioned above, tissues
and other biological materials typically exhibit a small dispersion between
0.1 and 3 GHz, which several authors have called the delta dispersion
(Foster & Schwan, 1989).

As the waves penetrate into the tissues the absorption of microwave
power will result in a progressive reduction of wave power density. As
it stated in the (Johnson & Guy, 1972), we can quantify this by defining
a depth of penetration or a distance that the propagating wave will

travel before the power density decreases by a factor of √:. The
absorption or heating patterns of the biological system induced by
radiation

will not

be uniform

and

dependent

on

the

dielectric

properties of the tissues. In tissues with high water content such as
muscle, brain tissue, internal organs, and skin the absorption is high
and the depth of penetration is low, while the absorption is an order
of magnitude lower in tissues of low water content, such as fat and
bone. Reflections between tissues of high and low water content can
produce severe standing waves accompanied by “hot spots” that can
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be maximum in either tissue, regardless of dielectric constant or
conductivity.

The normal breast largely consists of adipose tissue, and the presence of
infiltrating neoplastic tissues of high water content will certainly lead to
pronounced changes in the dielectric properties of breast tissue. As early
as 1926, Fricke and Morse made measurements of normal and malignant
breast tumours and reported that the permittivity of neoplastic breast
tissues at 20 kHz was higher than that of non-malignant tumour and
normal breast tissues, and suggested the feasibility of diagnosis based on
this difference(Foster & Schwan, 1996). Fat cells are filled with lipid, and
thus have lower water content than other tissues. At microwave
frequencies, this results in lower permittivity and conductivity, as these
quantities increase with water content. This also suggests the existence of
a large contrast between high water content tumours and low water
content normal breast tissue. Benign tumours consist primarily of fibrous
tissue and ducts, and are likely to have different properties from the high
water content malignancies.
It was shown that the dielectric properties of breast tissue are primarily
determined by the adipose content. The most recent studies of breast
tissue show that secondary factors such as patient age, tissue
temperature and time between excision and measurement had only
negligible effects on the observed dielectric properties. Finally, there is no
statistically significant difference between the within-patient and betweenpatient variability in the dielectric constant and effective conductivity
(Lazebnik et al., 2007). This heterogeneity in the dielectric properties of
normal breast tissue needs to be taken into account as well.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter the breast tissue dielectric model has been discussed. An
overview of static fields and electromagnetic waves in dielectric has been
presented. Properties of the human tissue vital for microwave holography
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such us conductivity, permittivity and related depth of penetration have
been considered.
Ongoing requirement analysis is based on the materials considered in this
chapter.
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Chapter 3 - Microwave Imaging and 3-D Holography
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a short review of microwave Imaging and 3-D Holography
will be given, and then the antenna setup requirements analysis,
interferometry method and dependency between frequency and resolution
with propagation media properties will be introduced. Possible antenna
setup constructions and the requirements for the antenna element
distributions in the array will be discussed. Far target of the current job is
3-D microwave imaging, thus both optical holography and radio
interferometry will be considered.

3.2 Holography and radio interferometer
The method of imaging by reconstructed wave-fronts and the terms
holograms and holography were invented by Dennis Gabor in 1947
(Gabor, 1948). The theory of holography was developed by Dennis Gabor,
a Hungarian physicist. The word hologram is derived from the Greek
words "holos" meaning whole or complete and "gram" meaning message.
His theory was originally intended to increase the resolving power of
electron microscopes. Gabor proved his theory not with an electron beam,
but with a light beam. The result was the first hologram ever made.
As mentioned above in classical realization optical holography included
two phases and requires a coherent light source. In an attempt to improve
the resolving power of the electron microscope, Gabor’ proposed a twostep method of optical imagery. In the first step an object is illuminated
with a coherent electron wave or a coherent light wave. The object is
assumed to be such that a considerable part of the wave penetrates
undisturbed through it. A diffraction pattern, called a hologram, which is
formed by the interference of the secondary wave arising from the
presence of the object with the strong background wave, is recorded on a
photographic plate. If the plate, suitably processed, is replaced in the
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original position and is illuminated by the background wave alone, the
wave is transformed by the plate containing the information about the
original object, and an image can be extracted from the photograph by
optical processes. In order to 'reconstruct’ the object from this 'substitute’
wave, it is only necessary to send it through a suitable image-forming
system, and an image will appear in the plane conjugate to the plane in
which the object was situated. We shall only be concerned with the optical
principle involved (Born & Wolf, 1999).
The hologram diffracts two waves, one proportional to the objectscattered field and another proportional to its complex conjugate. Both
waves form images, but they can overlap and obscure each other. This
overlap was a disadvantage to holography for several years until Leith
and Upatneiks introduced a new experimental technique; since then,
holography has grown rapidly (Tricoles & Farhat, 1977).
A coherent light source was one of the biggest challenges for holography
development. Another problem is the fact that there are no materials
available at the moment which can evaluate the phase or direction of light,
only intensity (Benton & Bove, 2008). Thus to get phase information it is
necessary to use a coherent reference wave. In practice, that means that
they both have to come from the same laser. On the plane where they
overlap, a characteristic “picket fence-like” interference pattern is
formed which is imprinted on the film. The larger the angular
difference between the beams, the finer the pattern becomes (Benton
& Bove, 2008). It is very similar to the example that will be explained
below. In our case of microwave holography we have to use antennas for
intensity measurements thus the proper placement of antenna elements
becomes critical, which will be discussed in the section 3.7.
The positive side of microwave holography is that we can achieve the
required coherence and phase control with considerable ease. Thus the
main issues are the wave length, number and the distribution of measured
points (to read antenna elements). Practical solution of later problem is
beyond the scope of current research. Thus, we will concentrate our
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efforts mostly on the frequency, polarization of incident microwaves and
coupling between antennas in our setup.
As mentioned above, interferometry is the technique of examining the
properties of two or more coherent waves by studying the pattern of
interference created by their superposition. Let’s consider two element
elementary interferometer responses in accordance to geometry shown in
Figure 3.1. Electromagnetic wave “W” arrives to antennas A1 and A2. Let
us assume that it is a monochrome plane wave with frequency ; .

Antennas A1 and A2 are separated by the distance

, called the baseline.

Figure 3.1 Elementary interferometer. Two antennas “A1” and “A2” separated by the distance
“D”. Plane wave “W” arrives from the direction deflected from normal to separation distance by
angle “”. Signals “sA1” and “sA2” are mutually multiplied. Figure adopted from (Thompson,
2007).

The wave front from the source in direction  arrives to the right-hand
antenna before it reaches the left-hand. Time difference <= should be

determined as:
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<= 
Where:

%

 

(3.1)

is separation distance between
% is velocity of the arrived wave front

and

 is deflection angle from normal to separation distance

On the exit of multiplier should be a signal proportional to
  2 2 ;>  ?2 ;@> 8 <= AB

 & @2 ;<= A 8 & 4 ;> & @2 ;<= A

(3.2)

8 4 ;> @2 ;<= A

Where: ; is temporal frequency of the receiving signal
> is time

As signal voltages are multiplied and then time-averaged, which has the
effect of filtering out high frequencies, we can omit high frequency
components from (3.2).
  cos@2 ;<= A  cos 2

Where:  is length of the incident wave





In the polar coordinates this fringe function for the ratio of
on the Figure 3.2.
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(3.3)

D
E

 3 is shown

Figure 3.2 Fringe function   cos 2

DFGHI
E

 for the

D
E

 3 in the polar coordinates.

The fringe function is shown in the polar coordinates because such an
approach actually represents the directional pattern of the power reception
of the interferometer. However, to coincide with Figure 3.1, fringe function
Figure 3.2 has to be turned on 900.
A holographic interferometer is used in many practical applications. For
example measurements of displacements of objects with optically rough
surfaces. These measurements can be applied to stress, strain and
vibration analysis (Matsumoto et al., 2007; Taniguchi & Takagi, 1994).
Especially interesting is the ability for non-destructive testing (Borza, 1998;
Vincitorio et al., 2008). It can also be used to detect optical path length
variations in transparent media, for example to visualize and analyse the
temperature fields and velocity of currents in the gas chamber. (Andres et
al., 1997; Kurosaki & Kashiwagi, 1990; Lee & Kim, 2004).
Radio interferometry has been used for decades to study the celestial
sphere. The first radio interferometer with the dipole antenna arrays at 175
MHz and a baseline between 10 and 140 wavelengths was constructed in
1946 by Ryle and Vonberg to investigate a cosmic radio emission, which
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had been discovered earlier(Ryle & Vonberg, 1946). The following
decades brought a lot of interferometry applications.

3.3 Antenna setup requirements
To develop appropriate antenna element suitable for future applications of
active 3-D microwave digital holography for breast cancer detection, one
shall start from the system requirements. An ideal breast screening tool
(Fear, Hagness et al., 2002) has to
•

have a low health risk

•

be sensitive to tumours and be specific to malignancies

•

detect breast cancer at a curable stage

•

be non-invasive and simple to perform diagnostics

•

be cost effective and widely available

•

involve minimal discomfort, so the procedure is acceptable to
women

•

provide easy to interpret, objective, and consistent results.

From here we may understand the requirements for the antenna setup.
Keeping in mind all the above, we can resume that desirable setup to data
acquisition has to provide the ability to effectively transfer information from
the backscattered electromagnetic waves to the voltage on the inputs of
the amplifiers and analogue to digital convertors. Now we can formalize
the requirements for the Antenna Setup and finally for the Antenna
element from the engineering point of view.
The level of health risk from the application using electromagnetic waves
directly depends on the frequency of the illuminated waves and energy
dissipated inside the patient’s tissue. The most dangerous are applications
that use an ionized frequency range as X-ray ("X-ray danger: get the big
picture. Your cumulative radiation dose is growing. Do you really need to
add to it?," 2006)3. Microwaves are non-ionizing radiation and danger from
using microwaves depends mostly on the thermal effects due to

3

Retrieved 12.04.2009, from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17299871
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electromagnetic energy dissipation and heating tissue (Johnson & Guy,
1972). Thus there is only one parameter we have to consider – how much
energy we have to apply to get a clear backscattered signal.
Antenna setup should contain transmitting and receiving antennas. In the
classical holography object under investigation (OUI) have to be
illuminated by the plane wave as shown on the Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Plane wave generated by transmitted antenna array TAA illuminates OUI.

This approach is hardly possible in our case because it requires a
complex transmitting antenna array (TAA) consisting of multiple antenna
elements with individual phase shift control for every transmitting antenna
element. It has been reported that an indirect holographic technique can
be used to reconstruct the complex aperture field of an antenna from a
single scalar-intensity pattern (Smith et al., 2002). This approach allows
generating of synthetic plane wave but involves a mechanical scanning
system. The mechanical system, in turn, introduces its own problems and
dramatically increases the data acquisition time. It is possible to use only
one transmitting antenna as we are going to derive phase information
using superheterodyne with phase lock loop circuitry from the same
frequency source as the transmitting antenna. This circuitry will serve as
the reference wave. Thus it was decided to use a spherical wave instead
of planar and therefore one transmitting antenna (TA) as shown on the
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Spherical wave instead of planar generated by one transmitting antenna TA.

The receiving part of the antenna consists of multiple receiving antennas
RA(i) placed on the determined positions. In Figure 3.5 reflections rays
from only one point of space inside the OUI that introduce reflection
interface are shown. We will discuss this later in detail.

Figure 3.5 Receiving antennas RA(i) collecting reflected signal from the one of every points
which introduce reflection interfaces.

3.4 Propagation media
Electromagnetic wave propagation speed depends on the refractive index
of the propagation media.
J

&


(3.4)

Where: & is electromagnetic wave propagation speed in the vacuum
and

 is refractive index
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Refractive index for the lossless media
  K( μ(

(3.5)

Where: ( is material's relative permittivity.
and

μ( is material's relative permeability.

The wave propagation in the two different media shown in Figure 3.6
illustrates the dependency between the velocity of wave propagation and
the wavelength.

Figure 3.6 Illustration of wave fronts in the context of Snell's law. Media below border horizontal
line have ( higher then media above as result wave length visible as distance between concentric
circles is shorter below border line and wave front and direction of beam shown by dashed line are
changed (Courtesy Oleg Alexandrov).

One can see that changes in propagation speed leads to changes in the
wavelength and wave front direction.
Snell's law states that the ratio of the sines of the angles of incidence and
refraction is equivalent to the ratio of velocities in the two media, or
equivalent to the inverse ratio of the indices of refraction.
sinG  %G O
 
sinO  %O G

Where:

# and $ are refractive index of the media

(3.6)

# and $ are angles for beam in the media with refractive
index # and $ correspondently
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and

%# and %$ are velocity of the beam in the media with refractive

index # and $ correspondently

These parameters are quite significant in our case not only because of the
variations of the wavelength but also the direction of propagation is
influenced. Another illustration of Snell’s law given by equation (3.6) for
nonmagnetic media can be seen on the Figure 3.7

Figure 3.7 The illustration of Snell’s law given by equation (3.6) for nonmagnetic media.

In Figure 3.7 the incident wave wi from the media with refractive index ni
arrives to the boundary with media with refractive index nt two times of the
ni after crossing the boundary velocity of the transmitted wave which
in the manner that sinO   0.5 sinG . For nonmagnetic media it means

became two times slower and the declination angle also became smaller
that relative permittivity of the second media should be O  4G .

Another fact doesn’t shown on Figure 3.6 is that incident wave reflects
partially from boundary between media that have different refractive index.
It could be seen in Figure 3.7. The part of the incident wave is reflected
from the boundary returns in the incident media with the same velocity so
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with the same angle (  8G . The relationships between incident,

transmitted and reflected waves are described by Fresnel equations.
Fresnel determines reflection as


(
G

(3.7)

Where: G is amplitude of the incident wave
and

( is amplitude of the reflected wave

And transmission
>

O
G

(3.8)

Where: O is amplitude of the transmitted wave
Here one has to take into account polarization of the incident wave and
determine different representations for components of the incident wave
parallel and perpendicular to the reflected boundary. The Fresnel
equations for the component perpendicular to the boundary plane are for
the reflection
P 

G cosG  8 O cosO 
G cosG  ) O cosO 

(3.9)

Where: G is refractive index of the incident media
and

O is refractive index of the transmission media

And for the transmission
>P 

2G cosG 
G cosG  ) O cosO 

Reflection for the component parallel to the boundary
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(3.10)

Q 

G cosG  8 O cosG 
G cosG  ) O cosO 

(3.11)

And for the transmission component parallel to the boundary
>Q 

2G cosG 
G cosO  ) O cosG 

(3.12)

Finally using Snell’s law equation (3.6) we can express
$
G
cosO   11 8 R sinG S
O

(3.13)

Then equations (3.9) thru (3.12) will be seen as
P 
>P 
Q 
>Q 

$

G cosG  8 O .1 8 ?G sinG B
O

$

G cosG  ) O .1 8 ? G sinG B
O

2G cosG 

$

G cosG  ) O .1 8 ?G sinG B
O

(3.14)

(3.15)

G cosG  8 O cosG 

(3.16)

2G cosG 

(3.17)

$

G cosG  ) O .1 8 ? G sinG B

G .1 8 ?

O

$
G
sinG B ) O cosG 
O

Now taking into account equation (3.5) it becomes obvious that a bigger
relative permittivity difference leads to the stronger reflected signal on the
interface. Actually it is what we are going to measure to reconstruct the
image but there are many other undesirable reflection interfaces on the
way of the search signal. Multiple researches were done on the subject of
dielectric properties of human tissue (Cole & Cole, 1941; Foster &
Schwan, 1989; C. Gabriel et al., 1996). For the purposes of the current
work a simplified model can be adopted. Let relative permittivity for air to
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be (T  1, for skin (F  36, for under skin fibrous tissue (V  9. If the

illumination wave arrives to OUI via air we will encounter the strongest

reflection interface between air and skin. The same problem will occur on
the way of backscattered signal. Only this interface can greatly attenuate
useful energy arrived to the RA and produce a strong blurring signal. The
only way to avoid this interface is to submerge the antennas and OUI into

medium with (  36. There are few issues related this way. At first it is

quite difficult to get an appropriate medium with (  36. Secondly the size

of antennas becomes too small to produce repeatable antennas on the
available production facilities, due to limited production technologies
available for the current project. We have found trade off for this problem
trying to resolve the problem of the second reflection interface. Second
reflection interface appears between the skin and under skin fibrous
tissue. And last but not least there would be an unavoidable interface
between skin and inner tissue still remaining on the way of the signal.

Thus we have taken into account the fact that skin thickness is much
smaller than our wave length. If we use the transport medium with (  9,

we will have double complementary interfaces and the thin skin layer
should be transparent enough. Similar decisions with Electrical properties
of used materials as shown in the table 3.1

(

(S/m)

Skin

36

4

Tumour

50

4

Immersion liquid

9

0

Table 3.1. Initial dimensions for patch antenna

Media
Breast tissue

9

were reported (Fear, Meaney et al., 2003).
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0.4

3.5 Frequency and Resolution
We are now going to apply astronomical imaging principles to medical
purposes. Astronomical applications use a passive technique to
reconstruct maps of celestial objects. We are going to use an active
technique to reconstruct images of the human body for medical purposes.
Thus we have to understand the differences, especially those ones which
could cause obstacles on our way. To do so some explanations from
astronomical literature (Thompson, 2007) will be considered with an
additional abstraction level.
The angular resolution of the fringes may vary in dependency from the
observation angle  and is determined by the length of the baseline

projected onto a plane normal to the direction of the arrived wave front
(Thompson, 2007) and is interpreted as spatial frequency
W

& θ


(3.18)

This value is opposite to the angular resolution. Angular resolution α in

radians for the antenna array for the case when θ is very small and

& θis around 1 will be

Y



(3.19)

Where:  is the wavelength of the observed radiation
and

is the length of the maximum physical separation of the
elements in the array. See Figure 3.1.

Linear resolution is one of the key parameters for the diagnostic imaging
system. Two main limitations for resolution improvement are the size of
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the antenna setup (AS), and the working frequency or more precisely the
wave length of microwave.
As we are discussing the digital holography technique we can assume that
the linear resolution of the developed system is determined by angular
resolution of the antenna array (AA) and the distance between array and
OUI. It is obvious from the geometric situation shown in Figure 3.8 that we
can operate with these two parameters.

Figure 3.8 The linear resolution depends from angular resolution and distance between antenna
array and OUI.

It is clearly seen from the equation (3.3) that a bigger distance between
receiving antennas and shorter wavelength will give better angular
resolution. However, there are some factors which can restrict selection of
a very short wavelength. The main restriction factor is the electromagnetic
properties of human breast. These properties were studied by the
numerous researchers for decades (Duck, 1990; Swicord & Balzano,
2008). The most appropriate studies (S. Gabriel et al., 1996b; Lazebnik et
al., 2007) limited the range for 1-20GHz. On the current stage we decided
to stay within this range of frequencies mainly to avoid conductivity
problems discussed in the section 2.3.
Thus being limited with a maximum frequency we have to select the
maximum possible distance as a baseline between receiving antennas to
get a better resolution again in accordance with equation (3.3). Selection
of an appropriate maximum baseline is limited by external dimensions of
the antenna setup and correspondent operating properties. As a starting
point for calculation in the current work the maximum baseline size is set
to 300mm to be inside reasonable external dimensions of the antenna
setup.
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Now to get resolution for example 21mm with distance to OUI 300mm and
baseline D = 300mm, angular resolution around 4o is needed as one can
see from Figure 3.8.
Thus selection of reasonable baseline D = 300mm also determines
maximum wave length of the exploration signal
Z

2 Y
Z 20.8[[
360

(3.20)

Taking into account that the length of electromagnetic wave is determined
by


J
;

(3.21)

Where: J is propagation speed of the electromagnetic wave
and

; is frequency of the exploration signal

And from equations (3.4) and (3.5) one can derive required frequency as,
;

&
√( μ(

(3.22)

3.6 Proposed Antenna Setup construction
As previously discussed, air is not an optimal propagation media between
AA and OUI due to big difference between dielectric constants of the air
and human tissue. Most research groups working on the same problem
come to the same decision. One of possible setup for data acquisition
systems reported earlier (Fear, Li et al., 2002), shown in Figure 3.9. This
setup requires the breast to be submerged into appropriate liquid with
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(  9 while the patient is oriented in a prone position with the breast

naturally extending through the hole in the examination table.

Figure 3.9 One of possible setup for data acquisition system. The breast naturally extending
through a hole in the examination table and submerged into the liquid with (  9.

This requirement is not convenient for public medical institutions and not
appropriate for patients with small breasts. We have decided to design a

setup shown in Figure 3.10 using a solid medium with (  9. The patient

is oriented in a supine position and the breast is flattened by AS.

Figure 3.10 Setup for data acquisition system with solid medium. Breast is flattened by AS.

We believe that such approach will much better address requirements to
•

be cost effective and widely available

•

involve minimal discomfort, so the procedure is acceptable to
women

•

provide easy to interpret, objective, and consistent results.

In many cases it will be suitable to use such an antenna setup while the
patient is in the vertical position. Besides this, the hygienic conditions for
the suggested construction are better than for the construction with the
liquid medium.
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Let us compare the beam propagation models for the first and second
setup shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 correspondingly.

Figure 3.11 Practical example for the beam propagation model for the first setup.

Distance between TA and OUI is determined by the baseline. One can
see a great difference in the angle between the incident beam and
perpendicular to the skin for the very same beam arriving from the
transmitting antenna to the OUI for cases presented in Figure 3.11 and
Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 Practical example for the beam propagation model for the second setup.

This difference is significant for two reasons. Firstly there is always some
difference in the refractive index between antenna setup and patient’s
tissue because different patients have a slightly different refractive index
of the tissue due to its complicated nature. For a better understanding let’s
calculate the declination angle for two practical examples above to the
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case when patient’s tissue has a refractive index of 10% higher than
antenna setup.
Y#  66.6\ 8 asin ^

sin66.6\ 
_  10.05\
1.1

Y$  10.1\ 8 asin ^

sin10.1\ 
_  0.93\
1.1

(3.23)

(3.24)

One can see that the suggested antenna setup gives a better result by an
order of magnitude.
The second reason is related to the skin layer. Consider the geometrical
situation shown in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13 Shift of the beam in the skin layer.

Even if the refractive indexes of the patient’s tissue and antenna setup
totally coincide, the skin layer always exists and its relative permittivity
greatly differs from the permittivity of the tissue. Even in an ideal case
shown in Figure 3.13 we will have a shift in the beam path though the
direction stays unchanged. Let’s use practical examples from Figure 3.11
and Figure 3.12 to evaluate the amount of beam shift for a 2mm skin layer
in accordance to the Figure 3.13
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#





sin66.6\ cc
2 sin a66.6\ 8 asin a
.36
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`
`
bb
sin66.6\ cc
cos aasin a
.36
9
`
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sin10.1\ cc
2 sin a10.1\ 8 asin a
.36
9
`
`
bb
sin10.1\ cc
cos aasin a
.36
9
`
`
bb

 1.43

(3.25)

 0.18

(3.26)

And once again the suggested antenna setup gives a better result by an
order of magnitude.
Another problem consists of undesirable energy reflections from the
external boundaries of antenna setup shown in Figure 3.7. To avoid this
undesirable energy we can place microwave absorber materials around
these boundaries. Using proper materials we can achieve working
conditions for antenna setup similar to conditions in unbounded media.
The proposed antenna setup shown in Figure 3.10 corresponds to the
requirements for the possible data acquisition system and can be used at
the further development stage.

3.7 Distribution of antenna elements in array
Now we assume that we have backscattered microwave energy on the
plane where the receiving antennas are situated. The next question is how
to fix this energy for next reconstruction and analysis? We are going to
use the Interferometry technique developed earlier for Radio Astronomy.
Reconstruction of the image depends upon amount measurements of
interference of waves which are collected by pairs of antennas. All
possible distances between any two antennas in the array constitute the
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bases set. The possible quality of the reconstructed image will depend
directly on all possible distances between antenna elements in the array
(Thompson, 2007). Number and placement of antenna elements are
widely discussed in the literature (Cornwell, 1988; Hassan et al., 2005; Xi
et al., 2008).
Let’s consider some of the commonly used configurations of antenna
arrays,

and

the

boundaries

of

their

autocorrelation

functions.

Autocorrelation functions are a widely used mathematical tool for finding
repeating patterns, for example a periodic signal which has been blurred
by noise especially in the case when the signal has a level much lower
than the level of the noise. The simplest case of interferometer is shown in
Figure 3.1. Sensitivity of such an array is limited by one spatial frequency
determined by the base length. It is possible to get other spatial
frequencies measured only by changing the base and making the next
measurement. Kind of such an approach has been used in the indirect
holographic technique (Elsdon et al., 2006). However this involves
mechanical

antenna

positioning

and

dramatically

increases

data

acquisition time for one patient.
To avoid this weakness one can use a linear array where antennas are
located along a straight line. The simplest so called grating linear array
has a uniform distribution of the antenna elements. Uniform distribution,
especially in the linear array, is highly redundant because it represents a
many of similar bases. Such redundancy in the using of the antenna
elements leads to redundancy in the using of other expensive equipment
such as amplifiers, detectors and analogue to digital convertors. However,
those redundant measurements can be used as an aid in calibration of the
instrumental response (Thompson, 2007). Another weakness of the linear
array is foreshortened frequency coverage in the % dimension.

The last weakness can be addressed by two dimensional arrays. First and
most obvious is a cross array which consists of two orthogonal linear
arrays. In Figure 3.14 a configuration for cross array (left) and boundaries
of the autocorrelation function for such an array (right) are shown. The
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narrow extensions on the centres of the sides of the square represent
parts of the autocorrelation functions of the individual arms, which are not
formed in the cross-correlation of the arms (Thompson, 2007).

Figure 3.14 Configuration for cross array (left) and boundaries of the autocorrelation function for
such an array (right). Figure adopted from (Thompson, 2007).

In Figure 3.15 a configuration for T shaped array (left) and boundaries of
the autocorrelation function for such an array (right) are shown. Almost the
same boundaries of the autocorrelation functions for the T array are
determined by the identical spacing vectors because in the cross array
Figure 3.14 for the first antenna pair, one antenna on the right arm and
other antenna on the upper arm, there is a corresponding second antenna
pair between the left and the bottom arms.

Figure 3.15 Configuration for T shaped array (left) and boundaries of the autocorrelation function
for such an array (right). Figure adopted from (Thompson, 2007).

It is obvious that a T shaped array is less redundant then a cross array.
However, with the same technical resources a Y shaped array with 120\

angle between arms shown on the Figure 3.16 left has even better
boundaries of the autocorrelation functions because, as it is seen in Figure
3.16 right, shape of boundaries is closer to the circle.
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Figure 3.16 Configuration for Y shaped array (left) and boundaries of the autocorrelation function
for such an array (right). Figure adopted from (Thompson, 2007).

A ring array shown in Figure 3.17 (left) provides such a distribution of
antenna autocorrelation functions whose boundaries cuts off sharply in all
directions at the circle diameter Figure 3.17 (right).

Figure 3.17 Configuration for ring array (left) and boundaries of the autocorrelation function for
such an array (right). Figure adopted from (Thompson, 2007).

Ring array is so called a closed array configuration which is opposite to an
open ended array configurations like considered before linear, cross, T
and Y shaped arrays. Another well known representative of the closed
configurations array consists of three equal circular arcs shown by the
solid lines in Figure 3.18 left. This figure is called a Reuleaux triangle.

Figure 3.18 Configuration for Reuleaux triangle shaped array (left) and boundaries of the
autocorrelation function for such an array (right). Figure adopted from (Thompson, 2007).

A Reuleaux triangle also has circular boundaries for the autocorrelation
functions, Figure 3.18 right. It is so because a Reuleaux triangle has one
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common property with a circle. The width of the Reuleaux triangle is
constant in any directions. There are much more shapes with such
property. Actually similar figures can be constructed for any regular
polygon with an odd number of sides and all these shapes will have
circularly boundaries for the autocorrelation functions.
There are number of parameters of interferometer arrays to be considered
before proper selection. However, at this stage we will limit our selection
by the requirements of the circular boundaries of the autocorrelation
functions and uniformity of distribution in the spatial frequency coverage.
A ring array with regular distribution of antennas will produce regular
distribution of the spatial frequencies. Figure 3.19 left merges regular
antenna distribution in the de plane and associated spatial frequencies

distribution. Here triangles represent the antenna locations and the dots
indicate the separations of all pairs of antennas. One can see that the
circular array produces a sampling pattern that is too tightly packed in
radius at large wave numbers and too tight in azimuth at small. In between
the sampling is fairly uniform (Keto, 1997).
On the right side of Figure 3.19 uniform antenna distribution and
correspondent separations of all pairs of antennas for the Reuleaux
triangle is shown.
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Figure 3.19 Sampling pattern for a circular array of 21 antennas left and for a symmetric array of
24 antennas in a Reuleaux triangle right. Figure adopted from (Keto, 1997).

One can see that differences in separations between antennas along the
sides of the triangle and across the vertices create a less symmetric and
much more uniform sampling pattern in Fourier space - Figure 3.19 right.
It is obvious even at first glance that a Reuleaux triangle array has
superior spatial frequency distribution. At a second glance we can see that
some regularity and tightness still exists near the centre of the circle
Figure 3.19 right.
This problem may be addressed by so called randomize shifting of the
antennas around the initial placement as it is shown in Figure 3.20 right.
Perturbations of the antenna locations away from a perfect Reuleaux
triangle break down symmetry in the sampling pattern leading to more
uniform coverage. Image of the spatial frequency distribution for the initial
Reuleaux triangle array of 24 antennas is shown in Figure 3.20 left.
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Figure 3.20 Sampling pattern for a symmetric array of 24 antennas in a Reuleaux triangle left and
Triangular array of 24 antennas which has been optimized for the most uniform coverage by an
elastic or neural net algorithm right. Perturbations of the antenna locations away from a perfect
Reuleaux triangle break down symmetry in the sampling pattern leading to more uniform
coverage. Figure adopted from (Keto, 1997).

Though the problem of the array optimization is beyond the scope of the
current project, we have to think at least about boundary conditions. There
are a number of optimization algorithms developed in recent decade
(Cornwell, 1988; Hassan et al., 2005; Jin & Rahmat-Samii, 2008; Ruf,
1993) which can be used for the next stage. At this stage we can omit this
decision because it will hardly put any additional condition on the antenna
element. On the other hand the design of antenna element will definitely
influence the smallest available base. Here we have to think not only
about dimensions of the antenna element but also about the coupling
problem which will be widely discussed in the next chapter.

3.8 Summary
The frequency and spatial dimensions of array will determine the
maximum resolution achievable in the system. The resolution is also a
factor of the distance from the array. Propagation media to be used in the
antenna setup will also determine final dimensions as well as reflection
and transmission conditions between antenna setup and patient body.
Proposed antenna setup construction addresses many issues related to
microwave imaging and could be used as a starting point for further
development. Proper antenna element distributions have to be used to
enhance image quality.
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One more issue that has to be taken into consideration is that the side and
back lobes of the transmitting and receiving antennas can interfere and
significantly complicate the image reconstruction task. We are only
interested in the measuring interference between backscattered waves.
Last but not least we have to keep in mind additional set of requirements.
These include the patient’s comfort and exploitation complexity as well as
repeatability, robustness, required maintenance, price of production, which
that all together will define accessibility and availability of target
equipment.
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Chapter 4 - Requirements for the Antenna element
Now when major requirements for the antenna setup are determined we
may consider requirements for single antenna element such as the
selection of polarization to be used and the required frequency range.

4.1 Introduction
A snapshot of the electromagnetic wave in the propagation media may be
characterized by wavelength, amplitude and orientation. Adding the time
dimension we may consider velocity of propagation and frequency.
Projection of the wave on the plane orthogonal to the direction of
propagation introduces the notion of polarization.
While maximum distance between antenna elements is determined by
geometrical dimensions of array, minimal distance is determined by
coupling between antenna elements. Thus the coupling issue has to be
considered.

4.2 Frequency range of the antenna element
While the frequency of the electromagnetic wave is bounded with
wavelength by equation (3.22) it is determined by the source. In our case
it is determined by the source of electrical signal and in particular by its
resonator.

In developing an antenna element we should consider a

frequency range rather than a single frequency because it is difficult to
make two identical antennas.
On the other hand we have to consider the bandwidth, efficiency and
quality factor. There is always a trade-off between them in arriving at an
optimum antenna performance. The total quality factor is influenced by
multiple parameters such as radiation, conduction, dielectric and surface
wave losses (Balanis, 1997). In this section we consider only components
related to the frequency range. There is a condition from the section 3.3
that antenna element has to be highly selective. Thus a quite narrow
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bandwidth 3.3% was selected for current antenna that leads to higher total

quality fO in that case for voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) 2:1 in
accordance to (Balanis, 1997)

∆;
1

;
fO √ghi

(4.1)

Where: f0 is middle frequency
and

∆; is frequency range

Thus total quality will be
fO 

1

0.033√2

 21.43

(4.2)

Finally we have to select a middle frequency. As shown in section 3.5,
resolution of the system directly depends on the signal wave length and
thus from the frequency. The higher frequency gives better resolution with
the same baseline. On the other hand, as shown in the section 2.3.2, the
frequency is limited by the properties of the human tissue. The highest
frequency 20 GHz has been determined in section 3.5. However there is
other limitation related to “in house” manufacturing facilities.
To determine appropriate middle frequency on initial stage of this project
several antenna elements for 10 GHz were manufactured and tested.
Results of these measurements are beyond of scope of the current work.
However they revealed a big difference for any two manufactured
antennas. Such an approach would not allow providing appropriate
validation of the analytical and modelling tools used in this project. It was
clear that available manufacturing facilities do not allow reliable
reproduction of the antennas for 10 GHz. To get more repetitive results
the decision to use lower frequency was made and middle frequency 4.95
GHz was arbitrary selected.
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To compare possible linear resolution on 10 GHZ and 4.95 GHz
dependencies for these two frequencies were calculated and shown in the
Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Dependencies of linear resolution for two frequencies 4.95 and 10 GHz from
the distance between antenna elements.

It is obvious that dotted curve in the Figure 4.1 represents better linear
resolution than solid curve.

4.3 Polarization
Polarization is other significant parameter of the electromagnetic wave. As
it was mentioned above the electromagnetic wave may be characterized
by wavelength, amplitude and orientation. In fact the polarization of
antenna is the polarization of wave radiated by the antenna in a given
direction (Stutzman & Thiele, 1997).
Linearly polarized waves and their projections on the plane normal to
propagation direction, with vertical and horizontal polarization are shown
in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 correspondently as two ideal cases.
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Figure 4.2 Linearly polarized wave with vertical polarization (left) and its projection on
the plane normal to propagation direction.

Figure 4.3 Linearly polarized wave with horizontal polarization (left) and its projection
on the plane normal to propagation direction.

Superposition of these two linearly polarized waves will also be linearly
polarized as shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Superposition of these two linearly polarized waves (left) and its projection
on the plane normal to propagation direction.

Linearly polarized waves have been called so after their projections on the
plane which is normal to the propagation direction, because these
projections are lines (Figure 4.4 right). Now if the phase difference
between two originated waves is introduced, superposition of these two
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linearly polarized waves becomes Elliptical and at the extreme Circular
when phase difference is equal to 90\ as it is shown on the Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 If phase difference between two originated waves is introduced
superposition of these two linearly polarized waves becomes Elliptical and at the
extreme Circular when phase difference is equal to 90\

The opposite statement is also true and any elliptically polarized wave
may be decomposed in two linearly polarized waves. Phase difference

)90\ or 890\ will determine left or right hand polarisation. Selection of the
left or right hand polarisation can be arbitrary for the current project.

As seen in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, linearly polarized antenna can
receive only the component of the electric field with the same orientation
as the antenna. Therefore, due to the rotation of polarization of the
reflected wave, using of the linear polarized antennas, the amount of
energy collected on the receiving antennas will decrease. While it is
possible to increase the power of the transmitted signal to compensate for
losses from partially rotated polarization of the backscattered wave, this
will lead to additional energy dissipating in the human tissue which is
highly undesirable. To avoid this problem circularly polarized (CP) antenna
type was proposed for the current antenna setup as more suitable to
collect most of the electromagnetic energy crossing the antenna aperture
by full use of the polarization components Figure 4.5 (Sergieiev & Kitaev,
2009).

4.4 Coupling
Mutual coupling is a quite complicated interaction between antenna
elements in an array, especially when they are in close proximity.
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Coupling is the result of desirable or undesirable energy transferring
between neighbour antenna elements. As a result the current in a given
antenna element depends on the current in all other nearby antennas as
well as the voltage source at its own terminals. This leads to changes in
the impedance at the terminals. The input impedance of single antenna
isolated in unbounded media is
-GH 


j

(4.3)

Where:  is voltage on the antenna terminals
and

j is current via the antenna terminals

The mutual input impedances of the antenna array depend upon many
conditions as antenna type, polarization, and relative placement of
antenna elements, type of feeds used to excite antenna elements, surface
waves, media boundaries and so on.
We have to consider changes of array element impedance which depends
on the array configuration and excitations. The relationship between the
various currents and voltages are given by the network relationships
(Stutzman & Thiele, 1997)

#  -## j# ) -#$ j$ ) l ) -#m jm
$  -$# j# ) -$$ j$ ) l ) -$m jm o
k
n
#  -m# j# ) -m$ j$ ) l ) -mm jm

(4.4)

Where: H is voltage on the ->p antenna terminals
jH is current via the ->p antenna terminals

-HH is the self impedance of the ->p antenna element when all

other elements are open circuited
and

-qH is the mutual impedance between the ->p the [->p antenna

elements when all other elements are open circuited
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The mutual impedance -qH between the ->p the [->p antenna elements

is the open circuit voltage produced at the first terminal pair divided by the
current supplied to the second when all other terminals are open circuited
-qH 

q
|j  0 for all except  
jH G

(4.5)

To simplify the analysis let’s assume that the antenna system consists of
two linear antenna elements and correspondently four terminals as shown
in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 System of two antenna elements. Figure adopted from (Stutzman & Thiele,
1997).

Equation system (4.4) will shrink to
s

#  -## j# ) -#$ j$ o
$  -$# j# ) -$$ j$

(4.6)

Then the input impedance at port #1 with port #2 open-circuited is:
-## 

#
|j  0
j# $

(4.7)

The mutual impedance at port #1 due to a current at port #2 with port #1
open-circuited is:
-#$ 

#
|j  0
j$ #

(4.8)

The mutual impedance at port #2 due to a current in port #1 I with port #2
open-circuited is
-$# 

$
|j  0
j# $
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(4.9)

And the input impedance at port #2 with port #1 open-circuited is
-$$ 

$
|j  0
j$ #

(4.10)

Figure 4.6 also can be seen as its T-equivalent shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 T-equivalent of the two antenna array. Figure adopted from (Stutzman &
Thiele, 1997).

Now total voltage at the first antenna terminals can be written
#  -## j# ) -#$ j$

(4.11)

Voltage at the second antenna terminals can be written
$  -$# j# ) -$$ j$

(4.12)

If we attach load impedance to the second antenna terminals as shown in
Figure 4.8

Figure 4.8 T-equivalent of the two antenna array with loaded second antenna. Figure
adopted from (Stutzman & Thiele, 1997).

We can express input impedance of the first antenna via the load at the
unexcited terminals of the second antenna -$ and the two self

impedances -## , -$$, and the mutual impedance -#$. Substituting $ in the
equation (4.12) and solving for the j$ we can derive
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j$  8

-$# j#
-#$ j#
8
-$$ ) -$
-$$ ) -$

(4.13)

Now we can determine input impedance for the first antenna as
-#.GH 

Z#$ $
V#
 Z## 8
I#
Z$$ ) Z$

(4.14)

Often it is necessary to measure antenna parameters in the array.
Assuming we have two half wavelength dipole antennas on resonant
frequency and looking on the equation (4.14) we can do such a
measurement for Z## while leaving second antenna terminals free, i.e. if
Z$  ∞. In the same manner we may measure Z$$ and then using short

circuit between second antenna terminals and measuring -#.GH determine
-#$ as

-#$  K-$$ -## 8 -#.GH 

(4.15)

For the purposes of the current project, deviation in the impedances is
very significant because, as it will be shown later, phase shift in the
received signal depends on relation between real and imaginary parts. On
the other hand, the phase is value which will give information for the
subsequent image reconstruction.
As mentioned in the beginning of current section mutual currents and
correspondently impedances are dependent on many conditions. Let us
compare impedances for two dipole antenna array shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Two dipole antenna arrays. Parallel (on the left) and Collinear (on the right).

The dependencies of input impedance from the separation distance for
Parallel and Collinear orientation arrays on the target frequency in the
unbounded media were obtained by the means of modelling tool
described in Chapter 5.
For better comprehension let us separate real and imaginary part and
represent in different figures. In Figure 4.10 the dependencies for the real
part of input impedance are shown. Dotted lines represent reference
impedance for the single antenna on the same frequency.
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Figure 4.10 The real parts of the dependencies from the separation distance for Parallel
and Collinear orientation arrays on the resonance frequency in the unbounded media as
shown in Figure 4.9. Dotted line represents resistance for the single antenna on the
same frequency.

The dependencies for the imaginary part are shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 The imaginary parts of the dependencies from the separation distance for
Parallel and Collinear orientation arrays on the resonance frequency in the unbounded
media as shown in Figure 4.9. Dotted line represents reactance for the single antenna
on the same frequency.

It is seen from Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 that mutual impedances for
both real and imaginary parts vary around reference values for single
antenna and the absolute value of deviation declines with increasing of the
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separation distance between antennas. It is also clearly seen that the
absolute value of the mutual coupling is much higher for parallel antenna
placement in comparison to the collinear placement. The reason for the
last difference is in the directivity radiation pattern of the dipole. It is
obvious from Figure 4.12, where distances between antennas for parallel
and collinear orientation are similar, that radiation fields are overlapping
much more for parallel dipoles then for collinear.

Figure 4.12 Radiation patterns of two dipole pairs.

For comparison the directivity radiation pattern for patch antennas is
shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13 Calculated radiation pattern for patch antennas.
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These directivity radiation patterns were obtained by the means of
modelling tool described in Chapter 5.
In the chapter 6 we will explore mutual impedances for patch antennas in
more details.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the main requirements such as frequency range and
polarization type for the antenna element, as well as mutual coupling issue
related to the antenna array have been considered. A desirable antenna
element has to have circular polarization. The next condition is that the
antennas have to be highly selective. This condition is well agreed with the
holography technique, and possible limitations would depend on the
quality of modelling and production facilities.
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Chapter 5 - Antenna Design
5.1 Design Flow and Methodology
There is always a trade-off between technical rigor and time to research
and funds available. It is difficult to satisfy the requirements for
contemporary antenna design using only either theoretical analysis or
empirical cut and try approaches. The most useful tools for today’s
antenna design are electromagnetic modelling tools. There are many of
electromagnetic modelling software tools available to help with designing
complex antennas. A careful balance of analytical, modelling and
empirical approaches can provide an acceptable solution. The following
describes a methodology that has been used to design antenna element
for microwave imaging for medical purposes. There are six parts to the
method:
•

Requirements analysis of the Antenna

•

Selection and validation of appropriate modelling tool

•

Selection of basic antenna design

•

Modelling,

•

Samples production

•

Measurement for comparison to desirable metrics.

Requirements for the antenna element were given in the Chapter 4. Thus
we can move to the selection of the modelling tool.

5.2 Selection and validation of appropriate modelling tool
There are many comprehensive tools for microwave simulation on the
market today. For example, Ansoft High Frequency Structure Simulator4 is
the industry-standard simulation tool for 3-D full-wave electromagnetic
field simulation. This standalone product even has such intrinsic
engineering design tools as an automated solution process. However, the
4

ANSOFT

HFSS.

(2009).

http://www.ansoft.com/products/hf/hfss/
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Retrieved

30.07.2009,

from

price of this product makes it unavailable for the current project. Other
powerful tools include the COMSOL Multiphysics® 5 which is able to
complete multiphysics simulation but is still too expensive for one project.
Due to limited financial ability the current job has to be done with the aid of
freely available electromagnetic modelling software. Among other
available software the MATLAB Antenna Toolbox (MAT) (Makarov &
Kempel, 2005)

was selected because of sufficient functionality, well

organized documentation, and a traceable history back to 2002 when the
previous version was accompanied by the book (Makarov, 2002).
MAT is a tool for the modelling of basic metal-dielectric antennas and
resonators based on the Method of Moments. The Method of Moments
used in this software relies on Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) edge elements
(Rao et al., 1982). Initially the surface of a metal antenna under study is
divided into separate triangles (mesh) as shown in Figure 5.1 to establish
a matrix of vector basis functions associated with every interior edge (i.e.,
no boundary edge).

Figure 5.1 Example of 2-D mesh generated by PDE tool box.

5

COMSOL
Multiphysics®.
(2009).
http://www.comsol.com/products/multiphysics/
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from

Consider a simplified geometrical situation shown in Figure 5.2 (Rao et al.,
1982) with each pair of triangles from the metal surface having a common
edge constituting the corresponding RWG edge element

Figure 5.2 Schematic of a RWG edge element. Triangle pair and geometrical parameters.
Figure is adopted from the (Rao et al., 1982).

One of the triangles has a plus sign 9Hw and the other a minus sign 9Hx .

Points in 9Hw may be designated by the position vector yHw defined with
respect to the free vertex of 9Hw Similar remarks apply to the position

vector yHx except that it is directed toward the free vertex of 9Hx . The plus

or minus designation of the triangles is determined by the choice of a
positive current reference direction for the n-th edge, the reference for

which is assumed to be from 9Hw to 9Hx . The vector basis function

associated with the n-th edge

~H
} w yHw ,
{ 2H
; 
~H x
y ,
|
x H
{ 2H
z
0,

where
and

~H is the length of the edge,


H is the area of triangle 9H
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  9Hx

>p: :

o

(5.1)

The basis function (5.1) of the edge element approximately represents the
surface current, which corresponds to a small but finite electric dipole.
Thus the division of the antenna structure into RWG edge elements
approximately corresponds to the division of the antenna into small
electric dipoles. A more detailed explanation of how Method of Moments
was implemented in the modelling software is given in (Makarov, 2002).
For the current work it is significant that we can model basic parameters
for developed antenna element and visualize them with Matlab
representation tools.
Validation of the modelling tool especially for the non commercial tools is
the most difficult part in the overall tool selection process. In our case we
can complete validation by manufacturing of the antenna elements and
measuring their parameters.

5.3 Selection of basic antenna design
We have selected circular polarization for our application thus we have to
consider only appropriate antenna types. There are quite a few candidates
for the basic type of our antenna element.
As mentioned in section 4.3 circular polarization is determined by the
equity of two orthogonal linear components with a phase shift of 90\ .

There are several ways to achieve such composition. First and most
obvious it is to use two orthogonal linearly polarized antennas like dipole,

Bowtie or Vivaldi antennas with phase shift of 90\ between feeding

currents. The second way is using helical, spiral or conical antennas which
may emit almost a pure circularly polarized wave in certain conditions by
using one feeding point. The third way is using patch antennas. Here we
should consider both variants, with two and singular feeding points.
Cross dipole antenna and its radiating pattern are shown in Figure 5.3
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Figure 5.3 Cross dipole antenna and its radiating pattern.

If these two dipoles are feeding with equal amplitude and phase shift
between feeding currents 90\ then a circularly polarized wave will

propagate in the direction perpendicular to the figure plane. Similar types

of antennas are used with frequencies below 1 GHz for example in airport
to airplane communication (Brown & Woodward, 1947).
In the microwave range suitable for medical purposes, among circularly
polarized cross type antennas we can found cross Bowtie (Yun et al.,
2005) and cross Vivaldi (Zhang et al., 2009) antennas shown in Figure 5.4
and Figure 5.5 correspondingly.

Figure 5.4 Cross Bowtie antenna. Figure adopted from (Yun et al., 2005)
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Figure 5.5 Cross Vivaldi antenna. Figure adopted from (Zhang et al., 2009)

These antennas are gave fairly good results. Their strength is in the wide
frequency range. However, one can imagine difficulties related to
producing multiple identical samples of these antennas required for our
antenna setup. Moreover most difficult manufacturing problem is the
construction of a feeding point of such antennas. The size is quite small
compared to the required accuracy. An attempt to achieve phase shift
between feeding currents 90\ leads to complex feeding circuitry. Detailed

consideration of such feeding circuitry is beyond of the scope of the
current work but our own attempt to reproduce antenna from (Yun et al.,
2005) shown in Figure 5.6 was unsuccessful and gave us a good
understanding of the difficulties relating to the construction itself and to the
feeding point reproduction in particular.
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Figure 5.6 Cross Bowtie antenna manufactured by drafts from (Yun et al., 2005)

Micro strip technology gives a wide range of possible configurations for
circularly polarized radiator constructions. Antenna designers use different
perturbations such as truncated corner, diagonal or cross slots in the
patch centre to excite two modes in a one feed design. It

is also

supposed to be efficient to employ an asymmetric location of the feed
and to use nearly square patches, i.e., patches with a small difference
of the side lengths (Semouchkina et al., 2004). Let’s consider some of
them for better choice selection.
Array to Generate Circular Polarization with Linearly Polarized Elements
(Huang, 1986) is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Array to Generate Circular Polarization with Linearly Polarized Elements.
Figure is adopted from (Huang, 1986).

This approach appears would require a large area in the array of
antennas. This would lead to a limited number of elements in the array.
That in turn may become problematic from point of view providing optimal
data acquisition.
There are a number of the circularly polarized slot antennas reported (R.
P. Xu et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2008) for example. One of the reported slot
antennas is represented in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 Circularly polarized wide slot antenna. Figure is adopted from (R. P. Xu et al.,
2007)

This type has less area at first glance. One of undesirable properties in
our case for this antenna is back lobe in the direction pattern.
For the square patch, required circular polarization can be obtained if two
orthogonal modes are excited with a 900 time-phase difference between
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them (Balanis, 1997). It requires two feeding points and a quadrature
coupler. This leads to a complicated optimization procedure and additional
area consumption. Thus this type of antenna has been excluded from
consideration in the current project.
Cross polarized antennas appear to be difficult in production especially
feeding circuitry for circular polarization. Spiral or Conical antenna omitted
due limitations of available modelling tools and production facilities. Due to
limited antenna array dimensions and previously selected modelling tool
constraints, on the final stage of the appropriate antenna element
selection only two patch antenna types were considered. Namely the
square patch with truncated corners and near square patch antenna.
Moreover both named antenna types make it possible to equate the length
of path from the antenna elements to the signal amplifier and digitizer
what is highly desirable for the purposed measurement technique. It is
suitable to use probe feeding circuitry with such antenna types. Near
square patch antenna has better analytical subscription and allow a
simpler mathematical model in comparison with a square patch with
truncated corners. Thus the near square patch antenna type has been
selected as the basic antenna element design.
A detailed discussion of other antenna types is outside of the scope of this
project. Further we will describe in more detail the modelling and
optimization of circularly polarized near square patch antenna.

5.4 Modelling of the Antenna element
5.4.1 Theoretical background
For patch antenna, CP can be accomplished by adjusting the physical
dimensions of the patch and using either single or two or more feeds
(Balanis, 1997). The most direct way is to use two separate orthogonal
feeds to excite a square-patch antenna. The current work used a single
feed to generate two orthogonal modes on the nearly square patch. To
meet the necessary conditions for circular polarization, the dimensions of
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the patch and position of the feeding point must ensure that the
magnitudes of the two modes are equal. We have started our modelling
with selected a basic antenna design represented in Figure 5.9.

L
pW

d
W
pL

Figure 5.9 Near square patch antenna sketch and variable dimensions for selected basic
antenna design, up-down view.

Interdependency between length and width for this antenna type is given
by (Balanis, 1997)

where

  h1 )

 is length

1

fO

(5.2)

h is width of the patch
and

fO is quality factor

Quality factor has been determined in the section 4.2, thus the required
ratio between patch sides is


1
1)
 1.047
h
fO

(5.3)

To select actual initial dimensions for our antenna model let’s consider
Figure 5.10. Due to finite dimensions of the patch the fields at the edges of
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the patch undergo fringing. Fringing effects make the patch electrically be
greater than its physical dimensions.

Figure 5.10 Patch antenna side view. Effective patch dimensions are greater than its
physical dimensions because of fringing effects.

Figure 5.10 shows that effective dimensions of the patch are
+VV   ) 2

h+VV  h ) 2h

(5.4)
(5.5)

Thus the physical dimensions of patch could be derived from required
frequencies dielectric and magnetic properties of materials (Balanis,
1997).

h

1

1; K(+VV Kµ 
1

1; K(+VV Kµ 

8 2∆
8 2∆h

(5.6)

(5.7)

 and h could be derived from empirical equations(Kirschning et al.,
1981)

∆

p
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(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

To determine dimensions of the antenna we have to know the property of
the substrate as well as properties of the media. The Rogers TMM10
electrodeposited copper foil 17µm6 was selected for the model because it

has (  9.2 – which is very close to the supposed propagation media -

fatty tissue (Duck, 1990; C. Gabriel et al., 1996; S. Gabriel et al., 1996a,

1996b). Using media and substrate with the same properties gives the
possibility to decrease the amount variables in the model to approximately
4:1 and calculation time to 16:1. Moreover, the number of variables is
restricted in the modelling tool used and without the above mentioned
condition, modelling is provided on the cutting edge of the tool’s ability.
To be looking ahead there is another reason to use media and substrate
with the same properties. That is to avoid a surface wave which will be
especially obstructive to the development of array on a large size PCB.

6

TMM® Thermoset Microwave Laminates (2008, 30.09.2009). Retrieved 30.03.2009, 2009, from
http://www.rogerscorp.com/documents/728/acm/TMM-Thermoset-laminate-data-sheet-TMM3TMM4-TMM6-TMM10-TMM10i.aspx
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Now we can evaluate the wavelength for the selected frequency ; 

4.95, taking into account the relative permittivity of the media (  9.2
where our signal is travelling.


&

; K( µ(

 19.96[[

(5.14)

The last variable is required to derive initial dimensions of the developed
patch antenna substrate thickness. Due to the requirement of high
selectivity and narrow frequency bandwidth determined earlier, substrate
with thickness 0.508 mm was selected from the range of substrates
available from the manufacturer7.
Equations (5.9) , (5.10) , (5.11) , (5.12) have been developed by
(Kirschning et al., 1981) for the patch antenna working in air or a vacuum
and have to take into account relative permittivity of substrate. In our case
it is possible to simplify these equations due to the implied equity of the
relative permittivity of the substrate and surrounding media. In simplified
form:

#
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7

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

TMM® Thermoset Microwave Laminates (2008, 30.09.2009). Retrieved 30.03.2009, 2009, from
http://www.rogerscorp.com/documents/728/acm/TMM-Thermoset-laminate-data-sheet-TMM3TMM4-TMM6-TMM10-TMM10i.aspx
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Dimensions of the patch L and W shown in Figure 5.9 were obtained by
the iterative decision of the equations (5.8), (5.6) and (5.7) for target

middle frequency 4.95GHz and propagation media with (  9.2 . The

coordinates of feeding point pL and pW have been determined as a point

on the diagonal of the patch on the middle between the centre of patch
and a corner. The size of the feeding point d has been selected in
accordance with the diameter of the central cord of the feeding cable
RG4058. External dimensions of the patch A are taken as reasonable in
relation to patch size.
Initial dimensions for model are represented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Initial dimensions for patch antenna

L

9.26mm

W

8.844mm

pL

2.565mm

pW

2.461mm

d

0.508mm

5.4.2 Establishing of the model
In order to perform optimization an antenna element mathematical model
needs to be established. The first step to establish model of patch antenna
is to create a 2-D mesh on the base of the given dimensions. It is done
with the aid of the PDE toolbox for MATLAB (Partial Differential Equation
Toolbox 2009) as shown in Figure 5.1. The next step is to create a 3-D
model of antenna. The MAT includes a 3-D built-in interactive mesh
generator “struct3d” integrated into a MATLAB GUI. The mesh generator
creates, modifies, and saves a metal/dielectric antenna mesh including the
8

Cable,microwave,copper,1m,RG405. (2009). Retrieved 30.01.2009, 2009, from
http://newzealand.rsonline.com/web/search/searchBrowseAction.html?method=searchProducts&searchTerm=388704
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feeding elements. An inhomogeneous lossy dielectric material may be
defined as well as metal surfaces of arbitrary planar or cylindrical shape.
This mesh generator is used for any antenna/resonator type (Makarov &
Kempel, 2005). Figure 5.11 shows the top side of the 3-D model for patch
antenna by the mesh generator “struct3d”.

Figure 5.11 Example of 3-D model for patch antenna. All dimensions are shown in m.

The next step is to create Rao-Wilton-Glisson metal basis functions for the
Method of Moments (Rao et al., 1982), the dielectric edge basis functions
(De Carvalho & De Souza Mendes, 1999; Kulkarni et al., 2004), and the
associated geometry parameters with built-in MAT script “wrapper.m”.
This script defines all the parameters of the dielectric tetrahedral and the
metal triangular mesh. After completing this step, one can evaluate the
number of variables involved in the next step Method of Moments solution.
The multipoint Method of Moments solution is performed on every point of
previously determined frequency band. Results for the complex input
impedance are derived for the first model with dimensions from Table 5.1,
are represented in Figure 5.12.

5.4.3 Optimization
The goals of optimization process were:
-

to achieve minimal reflections on the middle frequency 4.95 GHz;

to get two apparent resonance frequencies with ∆; and fO

determined in the section 4.2
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There are two peaks apparently visible in Figure 5.12 pointed by vertical
arrows fr(L) an fr(W) related to effective dimensions of the patch Le and
We correspondingly. The middle frequency is lower than desirable. One
can see the difference between impedances for these two frequencies
which leads to a narrowing of the circularly polarization zone due to the
broken condition of the orthogonal components equity.

Figure 5.12 Modelled parameters for initial dimensions given in Table 5.1. Two
resonance picks pointed by arrows fr(L) an fr(W) related to effective dimensions of the
patch Le and We correspondently. Middle frequency is around 4.8GHz

Multiple iterations with dimensions of the patch and feeding point
placement have to be performed to acquire desirable middle frequency
4.95GHz equal active impedance Rin=50Ohm for both resonance
frequencies, as shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 Final results of mathematical modelling. Active impedance Rin=50Ohm equal
for both resonance frequencies

The final results of mathematical modelling for Reflection coefficient
provided by Matlab are presented in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14 Final results of mathematical modelling. Reflection coefficient below -20dB

Dimensions derived during optimization process represented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Final dimensions for the patch antenna model.

L

9mm

W

8.6mm

pL

3.55mm

pW

1.53mm

d

0.508mm

5.5 Summary
It is possible to improve the mathematical model particularly to place the
negative pick of the reflection coefficient at 4.95GHz strictly between the
resonance frequencies and minimize the value of the reactance between
resonance frequencies by playing with the thickness of the patch and
other dimensions, but at the later stage of the project. Moreover, at this
stage it became obvious that the positioning of the feeding point will be an
issue on the manufacturing stage of the real antenna element because it
required the accuracy to be better than 0.001 mm to get reflection
coefficient below -20dB and perfectly placed symmetric picks for both
resonance frequencies of developed antenna element. Model parameters
shown in Table 5.2 are sufficient to move to the next step - experiments
on real antenna elements.
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Chapter 6 - Results
The current work encompasses mathematical modelling, antenna setup
design, design and manufacturing of antenna elements, and the
measurement on the preliminary model of the antenna setup.

6.1 Antenna element
Antenna elements shown in Figure 6.7 were produced from the TMM10
substrate with a thickness 0.508mm in accordance to the dimensions
given in Table 5.2. The outer sheath of the cable RG405 is soldered to the
ground plane of the patch antenna and the central wire is soldered to the
patch. SMA connectors9 were soldered to the opposite end of the cable.’

Figure 6.1 Antennas used in measurements. Dimension of the grid cell is 5x5 mm.

As mentioned above, proper selection of media is vital for the antenna
setup. In our case we have made the decision to select appropriate media
with (  9.2.

6.2 Media
To select

the

appropriate

media

with (  9.2 suitable

for

the

measurement with existed budget constraints a range of materials have
been considered. The antenna setup is supposed to be in contact with
human skin thus it has to be chemically inactive, and physically rigid. From
9

Connector,coaxial,RF,SMA,solder,jack,cable,50 Ohm,RG405/U. Retrieved 30.06.2009, 2009,
from
http://newzealand.rs-

online.com/web/search/searchBrowseAction.html?method=getProduct&R=4683205
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the other side, we have to evaluate a coupling between antenna elements.
Thus, during measurement stage, distance between antenna elements
has to vary. Therefore the media has to be non-rigid. Appropriate media
can be obtained by mixing

the Barium Titanate powder and two

component silicone rubber RHODORSIL® RTV-585 10 as suggested by
(Cherney, 2005).
The silicone rubber can be both, non-rigid on the measurement stage and
rigid after curing. It is also chemically inactive. The issue is relative
permittivity (  9.2 required in this project. The silicone rubber itself has

relative permittivity (  3 . Barium Titanate has relative permittivity

(  1250. Thus mixing silicone rubber with Barium Titanate in proper

proportion would give required (  9.2.

It is possible to add the Barium Titanate powder gradually to the
compound mix and to provide intermediate measurements in order to
achieve the desired relative permittivity. All processes have been done in
the chemistry laboratory during several days because of the high viscosity
of the final compound and encountered difficulties achieving a
homogenous mix. The approximate ratio of components required to
achieve relative permittivity (  9.2 according to (Cherney, 2005) 27% of

the Barium Titanate and 73% of the RHODORSIL® RTV-585 in the
volume.
While the compound mix stays soft it is possible to move and replace
antenna elements during measurements. All measurements were
completed without curing the silicone rubber.

After measurement and/or proper positioning antenna elements within
array, silicone rubber has to be cured. This required only 2% of the
catalyst 60R from the RHODORSIL® RTV-585. Such small amount would
not imply any sensitive deviation in the permittivity of the cured media.
Equipment used in the media production process is shown in Figure 6.2.

10

RHODORSIL®

RTV-585.

(1998).

Retrieved

30.09.2009,

http://www.precisionconverting.com/downloads/rhodia_techdata/pi585.pdf
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2009,

from

Figure 6.2 Equipment used in the media production process.

6.3 Measurements
A Vector network analyser Agilent Technologies N5230A was used to
measure impedances, the reflection coefficient and phase variations.
Measurements have been done for single antenna element emerged in
the media and for two antenna elements as it is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 Measurement of the reflection coefficient with two antennas submerged in
the media with (  9.2
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The network analyser was calibrated for two data acquisition channels.
The results of measuring impedances for single antenna element are
shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 The results of measuring impedances for single antenna element. Resistance
and Reactance components of the Impedance. Middle frequency shown by the vertical
line is 4.84GHz

The results acquired for Reflection coefficient or S11 with the same
antenna element are shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 Reflection coefficient. Middle frequency is shown by the vertical line is
4.84GHz

The results for Phase variations are shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Measured phase variations. Middle frequency 4.84GHz is shown by the
vertical line

Multiple measurements of the impedances for the antenna element were
taken, with the second antenna element placed at different distances from
the measured antenna element as shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7 Measuring of the mutual input impedance of the antenna array. Dependency
upon relative placement of antenna elements.

These measurements were taken to investigate the degree of coupling
between two antenna elements. Results acquired for multiple distances
between antenna elements from 16mm to 46mm with step 1mm are
presented in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8 Coupling. Dependence of the Real and Imaginary parts of the mutual
impedance from the distance between two antenna elements. Horizontal dashed line
represents value for the Imaginary part for the single antenna and solid line
correspondent value for the Real part.

Changes of Resistance are shown by the circles and Reactance by the
dots. The horizontal dashed line represents value for the Imaginary part of
the input impedance for the single antenna and solid line correspondent
value for the Real part.
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Chapter 7 - Discussion
7.1 Antenna element and media
The first problem for current antenna element manufacturing is accuracy
and repeatability. The measured deviation between linear dimensions of
the patch for 8 samples manufactured on the best available manufacturing
facility was 1.4% despite the fact that all these 8 samples were placed on
the one piece of PCB and manufactured simultaneously as shown in
Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 8 simultaneously manufactured antenna samples.

The second problem was the media for measurement. The approximate
accuracy of the equipment shown in Figure 6.2 for the preparation of the
media with related permittivity (  9.2 was around 5-10%.

As it could be expected the resulted properties of antenna are somewhat
different to those obtained from modelling. However they are within the
required for the developing system. Middle frequency shown by the
vertical line Figure 6.4 is 4.84GHz which gives a 2% difference from
modelled results shown in Figure 5.13. It is possible that deviations from
the modelling results are partially on account of the inaccuracy of the
relative permittivity media mentioned in the previous paragraph. The same
reason could lead to the relatively poor reflection coefficient shown in
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Figure 6.5 in comparison with those achieved from mathematical
modelling shown in Figure 5.14.
The results for Phase variations are shown in Figure 6.6. Special interest
is represented by phase shift around middle frequency. This shift reveals
presence of two resonant frequencies in the developed patch antenna.
These frequencies correspond to two orthogonal dimensions of the patch.
They are close enough to introduce phase shift between orthogonal
currents in the patch. The orthogonal currents with phase shift of 900
correspond to circularly polarised wave as explained in the Chapter 4.

7.2 Mutual coupling of two Antenna elements
As mentioned above, coupling between antenna elements will determine
minimal distances between antenna elements in the array and lower
spatial frequencies available for image reconstruction. Thus we should
also consider the problem with coupling between antenna elements in the
array.
As it has been said, that mutual coupling is the result of an undesirable
energy transfer between neighbour antenna elements. Therefore, coupling
leads to measurable changes in the antenna parameters. Measurements
of the impedances for the same antenna element on the resonant
frequency 4.84GHz have been done while the second antenna element
was placed at a different distance from the measured antenna element
and both elements exited. Results for Real and Imaginary parts of the
impedance are shown in Figure 6.8. The horizontal dashed line represents
the value for the Imaginary part for the single antenna and solid line
correspondent value for the Real part. By recalculating the phase
deviation from the collected data we can derive dependency for possible
error value as shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2 Dependency for possible error value in the phase measurements due to
mutual coupling from the distance between two antenna elements.

7.3 Future Work
There are still many questions to be answered for the future
implementation of proposed holography technique. We will mention here
only problems related to the antenna setup.
As mentioned above there are two possible ways to improve the linear
resolution of the data acquisition system. First is to reduce the distance
from the antenna array to the object under investigation. However there
are limitations related to wide angular deflections due to the model of
microwave propagation and unavoidable refraction in the skin layer. In
more detail these limitations were discussed in the sections 3.4, 3.5 and
3.6. The second way is to increase middle frequency of data acquisition
system. However challenges of identical and accurate manufacturing need
to be carefully considered as discussed in Chapter 7. Connecting the feed
as it’s been done in this work also may not be feasible as the size of
antenna element reduces with the increased frequency. The feeding point
needs to be properly modelled for higher frequencies. It can be achieved
by using more sophisticated modelling software.
While the materials used in this work to make the propagation media
between the array and the object under the test are suitable for the initial
stage of the antenna setup development and inexpensive, it might be
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difficult to make homogenous compound in large quantities. The
combination of a suitable mixer and vacuum pump can be used. Also
specially designed materials with stable dielectric properties e.g.
ECCOSTOCK NiK powder

11

to allow the antenna elements to be

repositioned in the media can be used, though there are expensive.

11

ECCOSTOCK HiK Powder. (30.09.2009). Retrieved 30.09.2009,
http://www.eccosorb.com/products/107/ECCOSTOCK%20HiK%20Powder
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2009,

from

Chapter 8 - Conclusions
Although the parameters of developed antenna are slightly different from
one obtained in the computational model, the acceptable parameters of
circular polarized patch antenna have been achieved at 4.84 GHz. Thus
the methodology of modelling can be used at higher frequencies
observing the accuracy of manufacturing.
Antenna setup requirements have been considered and the setup design

with antenna elements submerged in media with (  9 has been

suggested. Suggested antenna setup design should minimise issues

related to changing direction of the wave front propagation and
subsequent beam shift as shown in Figure 3.13. Moreover selected
permittivity (  9 of the propagation media lets to minimise reflections

from the boundary of human tissue.

In order to achieve best possible resolution for imaging, distribution of
antenna elements in the antenna array has been considered and
Reuleaux triangle with non-uniform antenna placement configuration was
selected. Differences in separations between antennas along the sides of
the triangle and across the vertices create a less symmetric and much
more uniform sampling pattern in Fourier space. Perturbations of the
antenna locations away from a perfect Reuleaux triangle break down
symmetry in the sampling pattern leading to even more uniform coverage.
Circular polarization for developing antenna element has been selected as
more suitable to collect most of the electromagnetic energy crossing the
antenna aperture by full use of the polarization components. This selection
is aimed to increase power of the acquired signal while maintaining
appropriate irradiation level.
To obtain a sufficient quality of an image, the antenna array needs to
contain as many elements as possible. The area required to place the
antenna elements on the array plane is determined by the size of antenna
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element, its type and feeding circuitry. Selection of the near square patch
as base antenna element type has allowed fulfilling this requirement.
To provide validation trials, multiple antenna elements were manufactured.
The measured deviation between linear dimensions of the patch for 8
samples manufactured on the best available manufacturing facility was
found 1.4%. Single and paired antenna elements have been tested using
Vector Network Analyser. The found middle frequency 4.84GHz is within
2% from modelled one.
Although the antenna element requirement analysis and design discussed
in this work require some additional development, this work makes a
starting point for the further development of the microwave holography
technique for early breast cancer detection.
In summary, the result of this work shows feasibility of selected approach
for modelling, testing and manufacturing the antenna elements for breast
cancer microwave imaging.
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List of Abbreviations and Acronyms
Acronyms

Meaning

2-D

2-Dimention

3-D

3-Dimention

A1

Antenna 1

A2

Antenna 2

AA

Antenna Array

AC

Alternating Current

AS

Antenna Setup

COMSOL

Commercial Solutions

CP

Circularly Polarized

DC

Direct Current

GUI

Graphical User Interface

HFSS

High Frequency Structure Simulator

LCIS

Lobular Carcinoma in situ

MAT

MATLAB Antenna Toolbox

MATLAB

Matrix Laboratory

MIST

Microwave Imaging via Space–Time

MITT

Microwave-Induced Thermo acoustic Tomography

MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

OUI

Object Under Investigation

PCB

Printed Circuit Board

PDE

Partial Differential Equation

PVC

Polyvinyl chloride

RA

Receiving Antenna

RF

Radio Frequency

RG

Radio Guide

RWG

Rao-Wilton-Glisson

SMA

SubMiniature version A

TA

Transmitting Antenna

TAA

Transmitting Antenna Array

TMM

Thermoset Microwave Material

UWB

Ultra Wide Band

VSWR

Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
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Appendix - CD Directory Listing
This CD contains the results from the modelling and experimental results used in
this thesis as well as MATLAB scripts used on final stage. The file locations are
explained below.

The CD is split into two sections, MATLAB scripts and Results which are
described below.

MATLAB scripts
Mesh generation
Directory: \MATLAB scripts\1_mesh
This directory contains MATLAB scripts and data files required for
generation 2-D and 3-D mesh of patch antenna.
Directory: \MATLAB scripts\1_mesh\codes
This directory contains additional MATLAB codes required for proper
functionality of the scripts from parent directory.
Basis functions
Directory: \MATLAB scripts\2_basis
This directory contains MATLAB scripts and data files required for
generation basis functions for patch antenna model.
Directory: \MATLAB scripts\2_basis\codes
This directory contains additional MATLAB codes required for proper
functionality of the scripts from parent directory.
Method of Moments
Directory: \MATLAB scripts\3_mom
This directory contains MATLAB scripts and data files required for
modelling of patch antenna.
Directory: \MATLAB scripts\3_mom\codes
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This directory contains additional MATLAB codes required for proper
functionality of the scripts from parent directory.

Results
Experimental Results
Coupling
Directory: \Results\Experimental Results\Coupling
This directory contains pre-processed MATLAB data file of 31 separate
measurements for evaluation of coupling between two antenna elements.
Figures
Directory: \Results\Experimental Results\Figures
This directory contains figures acquired during measurement data
analysis.
Network Analyser
Directory: \Results\Experimental Results\Network Analyser
This directory contains row data acquired during measurement with
network analyser for various experimental setup configurations.
Simulation Results
Basis functions
Directory: \Results\Simulation Results\Basis functions
This directory contains MATLAB data files with generated basis functions
required for patch antenna modelling.
Figures
Directory: \Results\Simulation Results\Figures
This directory contains figures acquired during preparation and modelling
of antenna elements.
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Mesh generated
Directory: \Results\Simulation Results\Mesh generated
This directory contains MATLAB scripts and data files for 2-D and 3-D
meshes acquired during preparation for antenna modelling.
Method of Moments Results
Directory: \Results\Simulation Results\Method of Moments Results
This directory contains MATLAB data files acquired during modelling of
antenna elements.
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